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INTRODUCTION 

The school system to be discussed is located in Raymond, 

Kansas, which is approximately twenty miles west of Lyons and 

Sterling, which are the nearest medium sized towns. The village 

of Raymond has a population of two hundred, most of whom are 

connected in some way with the oil field work to the north and 

west of the village. Other than this type of occupational work, 

there is a small group of retailers engaged in such work as the 

bank, store, restaurant, filling station, and two grain ele- 

vators. however, the mainstay occupation of the re ion is agri- 

culture; and it is from such rural families that the school 

draws the majority of its pupils. The village itself is thus 

typical of many rural communities. 

The school plant is also typical; in that, like so many 

others built immediately after the first World 1Ner, it has a 

nice site, but is very inadequate in the actual lay-out of 

rooms. Inspection of the plant revealed adequate classroom 

space but no nrovision for clubrooms, offices, or meetings. 

The classrooms were large, generally being 2lit by WI, with 
the smallest being 141 by l01. Lighting and the general wiring 

scheme were inadequate, there being only one outlet for the 

electrical equipment in each of three rooms, with the manual 

arts room having two wall outlets. The redeeming feature of 

the general layout was the discovery, on the top floor of the 

school building, of three supply rooms which had been allowed 
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to aecumulatoulaeellaneoup articles over a period of twenty 

years; and it was hoped that use could be made of at least a 

part of these in the club program. On the ground floor, there 

were two rooms which were used for storage of old or broken 

equipment, discarded wood-working projects, and other musty 

items. The larger of the two rooms had been "partitioned" with 

some chicken wire to form a cage-like room in which the equip- 

ment for athletics was piled or hung on nails. inee the por- 

tion of the roam immediately adjoining this equipment room was 

used at various times as s paint room for finishing woodwork 

projects, paint had been spattered on equipment. 

An enrollment of nineteen boys and eight girls gave a total 

of twentr.seven students. This was to be one of the main handi- 

caps to the program, but, at the same time, it was one of the 

main reasons for wishing to promote an activity program. It was 

felt by the writer that mall schools, begging off because of 

the excuse of a small enrollment, have in some cases failed 

their students in this respect. 

The student body seemed a nice group without any abnormal 

members in regard to behavior; yet, to look at the attendance 

record for the 1948-1949 school year, there was definite evi- 

dence that something was wrong. The attendance records showed 

that there was an average absence of 9.7 days per student, not 

taking into consideration the students who had dropped out or 

transferred to another school. The students gave effective evi- 

dence that they were bored by school; the rote of coming to 
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straight classee finally had become so monotonous that by the 

middle of the eeeoacl term, discipline was a real problem. As 

many as eight out of the twenty-seven were in the principal's 

office for disciplinary action in a single day. The discipline 

cases were all of the same fundamental nature; the students had 

Attempted to enliven their class work with some prank or other 

that had eventually gone beyond the bounds of teacher patience 

or control. It is not Implied that all of the problems of this 

nature resulted from a lacc of an extra-clays activity program. 

The writer was given an unusual opeortUnit- to do spadework 

on the organization of the activity progrem Upon the death of 

the previous principal at the Raymond High School during the 

month of February, 1949, the writer was employed to fill the po- 

sition and took office March 1, 1949. This allowed three months 

of the school year during which observations could be made in an 

attempt to locate problems existing and to lay the groundwork 

for proposed remedial action. It was discovered that at no time 

in the past had Raymond High Fchool had anything actually re- 

sembling a comprehensive extra-class activity program. Music 

existed hut was predominately for the purpose of training the 

ado school students; so that music could take its rightful 

place in the program after a period of tra ning. Few of the 

high school students were trained in instrumental music and 

evinced little interest in the possibilities of such training. 

The only actual club was the "Pep Club" which had been organ - 

zed by the three cheerleaders at the first of the year; but it 



had had no meetin7s at specific times, had no objectives, and 

did not exist, except on paper, at the time of the writerfs ar- 

rival in Raymond. A check of the records revealed that, at one 

tiaJe, there had been a local chapter of the National Honor So 

ciety; but that the organization had not been active for several 

years. 

The discovery of these conditions led the writer to suggest 

the possibilities of a comprehensive activity program to the 

school board. It was stressed that the cost of such a program 

would be nominal; but that, if the program succeeded even par- 

tially, it would give great returns in bettering conditions then 

Fention, was made of the fact that extra-class activi- 

ties are justified, because they provide educational stimuli to 

experience that will influence the growth of individuals toward 

the aims of education. It was also brought out that, since 

these student extra-class activities would be self-imposed, 

self-planned, and ordinarily self-directed, at least in part, 

they would show chances for more student zest and consequently, 

result in more permanent and more economical learning. 

The school board aroved to be very willing to promote such 

a program; and by their discussion and eagerness to get the pro. 

cram in notion showed that they were alert to the situation but 

had been unable to obtain a professional group willing to assume 

the responsibilities of the program. This, then, pointed out 

one of the prerequisites of a progressive school program; i.e., 

a professional group of instructors; a group ready to assume 
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responsibilities and added effort to brine. e'bout the best pos- 

sible education for the students under their direction. Die- 

cuss ions with the faculty then employed, individually, and in a 

group, failed to bring about the desired attitudes toward the 

possibilities of the school and the student body, except in the 

case of the music teacher. The activity program concept was, in 

general, new to the group; and again, excepting the music teach- 

er, the faculty was reluctant to do anything other than criti- 

cize the program as time consuming and a hopeless effort to 

change students with wrong attitudes, etc. It would be inter- 

esting to know what could have been done with the three faculty 

members who held to these opinions, if they could have read some 

of the material on extra-class activity programs and their ef- 

fects in other school systems. However, they were unwilling to 

do so, and for various reasons, the only one of the four origi . 

nal faculty members re-employed was the music. teacher. It must 

be noted here that the attitude of the faculty, pro and con re- 

garding the activity program, was nob the only factor taken into 

consideration as to employment; but it was strange to note how 

the lack of interest or actual antagonism toward the proposed 

activity program seemed to have a positive correlation with the 

lack of professional skill in other phases of the school program. 

The next bit of ground-work then, to be taken care of, vtas 

the employment of teachers who ware nrofessional in their at- 

titudes and training and who were willing to cooperate in the 

promotion of a comprehensive activity program. For a number of 



years, it had been the practice of the school to have the school 

board seek out, interview, and employ teachers. The disadvan- 

tages of this method were discussed in a board meeting, and at 

the saae time, the advantages of using the training of the prin- 

cipal for this tea were brought into the conversation* It was 

explained that stmilarity in type of personality and attitude 

was a prerequisite to a successful program and that the prin- 

cipal was best suited for the task of seeking faculty members 

with these attributes, since he was responsible for the rrogram 

and knew best what should be obtained le each member. 

Replacements for all positions were found, and the new 

faculty setup was felt to be composed of professional members, 

both in attitude and in training. A break-down of the staff was 

as follows: the principal, one year of experience, to teach 

- science and mathematics courses; the coach, in his first year, 

to handle the industrial arts department in add:it:Ion to the 

coaching duties; the commerce teacher, three years of exper- 

ience, to teach typing, shorthand, and history; the English 

teacher, with eighteen years of experience, to teach "anglish 

and home economics; the music teacher, with four years of ex- 

perience, to be only a part-time teacher for the high school, 

in orchestra, and to spend the ramaander of the school day 

giving private and group lessons in the music prograa of the 

grade school. 
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GUIDEPOSTS 

Faculty approval of the inauguration of an extra-class 

activity program had been given when each new member was inter- 

viewed in the spring. On this basis a certain amount of spade- 

work for the program was done, as will be brought out in a later 

portion of this report. However, discussion of fundamentals had 

been kept for group participation in faculty meetings. Thus it 

was, after the more pressin matters were disposed of in the 

first faculty meeting, that discussion was turned to the prin- 

ciples underlying extra-class activities. The entire staff 

agreed that primary fundamentals and objectives had to be estab- 

lished to give continuity and purpose to any program set up. 

Prescribed readings and notes were given out to the =soup to fa- 

cilitate such discussion. 

The faculty gave consideration to these fundamentals as 

they occurred when various main topics were discussed. The 

first topic was really a question, "Why have an activity pro- 

gramr A classification of the points brought forth in consid- 

eration of this question showed that the reasons came under 

three phases; the student, the school, and society. 

Considering first the reasons why an activity program had 

advantages for the students, the faculty took up the matter of 

student experience. It was brought out that there were many 

phases of experience that could be of assistance to the student 

body. It was mentioned thst small high schools often fail to 
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give adequate social experience, and in consequence of this, 

students lack social trainIn7, poise, knowledge of socially ac- 

ceptable customs and habits, and adequate moral training. The 

possibilities of such experience through an activity program 

were given general consideration by Dr. Fretwell (1, p. 34-35) 

and Dr. McKown (2, p. 4-7) in their basic texts used as source 

material. A specific referents* to such possibilities was found 

in an article by J. R. Shannon (5 p. 275-277). 

The staff felt that an outgrowth of this social experience 

would, be the possibility of leadership experience, as well as 

that of followership; since such social experiences as the pro- 

gram would promote would tend to bring out possibilities for 

democratic methods of operattlon and government, and these meth- 

ods would give opportunity for student leaders to develop. Thus 

the faculty had brought out two more advantages of an activity 

program; i.e., the development of leadership and followership 

and training in the democratic principles by actual livin7 and 

contact with them. Both of the advantages had received atten- 

tion in the writings of Dr. Fretwell (1, p. 89-118) and Dr. 14t- 

Kown (2, p. 6-7). 

It became more and more apparent, as discussion went: on in 

additional faculty meetings, that out of each advantage con- 

sidered, another advantage became obvious. To illustrate; out 

of consideration of the social experience advantages of a pro- 

gram, the advantages of leadership training seemed logically to 

follow, and out of it grew consideration of training in demo- 
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cratic principles. Then, out of this last consideration care 

realization of the probable advantages to the student of train- 

ing in cooperative living, giving rise to healthy growth, by 

actual contact with the problems and experiences of individual 

and group activity in a common field. This brought up considera- 

tion of making the students increasingly self-directive and the 

potential uses of the activity program to accomplish this 700.. 

This concept of increasing student growth and self-direct., 

bad received the attention of several authors in the extm-class 

activity field. Dr. McKown (1, p. 3.10; 34-35) considered this 

phase, and his writings also indicated the same trend in de- 

velopment that the staff had brought aut in their discussion; 

i.e., that this increased self-direction leads to better possi- 

bilities that the students will make worthy uses of their leis- 

ure tine, not just in school, but in their post-school life. 

Staff discussion also brought out that not only does in- 

creased self-direction in school lead to worthier use of leis 

ure time, but it also allows the student to develop special 

abilities. gince the activity program allows student initiative, 

self-direction, and free expression of special interests, the 

increased opportunities of expression and experinent enable the 

student to realize his abilities and better develop them. The 

staff received substantiation ef their view from the writings of 

Dr. McKown (2, p. 276.277), which stressed the point that self- 

expression and opportunity to seek out hidden abilities will be 

a tremendous advantage in any comprehensive activity program. 
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From consideration of the advantage of developing special 

abilities, the staff logically went en to the last two points 

to be brought out in this section; i.e., as a result of being 

able to develop special abilities, the students have the added 

advantages of having a program which better fits their individ- 

ual needs and Interests, as opposed to the inflexible curricu- 

lum, and this, then, leads to the advantage of equalized oppor- 

tunity. It seemed to the staff that these two points were to be 

considered as individual advantages, yet inseparable in their 

application in the program. Any means of meeting the problem 

of individual differences would, by its very action or effect, 

be offering more equal opportunity to the members of the student 

body; i.e., if by equal opportunity is implied the equality of 

opportunity for each student to develop to his fullest potenti- 

alities in line with his abilities and interests; his individual 

differences. 

The next phase taken up by the faculty was that of the 

possible advantages which an activity program might have for the 

school organization. Since the last points, which had been dis- 

cussed under advantages of the program to the student, were gen-. 

orally concerned with supplementing the curriculum for the Ou . 

dent, it was only natural that this should be the first point 

for the faculty to consider under this phase. In the mall high 

school, the administrator finds himself handicapped by a small 

number of staff members. The curriculum is consequently rather 

limited, and the possibilities of revision are smaller than in 



the large high school with a large staff and consequent arrange- 

ment for sections. By the use of an activity program some of 

this handicap can be overcome; with the school thereby doing a 

better job. An excellent discussion of the possibilities of 

this phase was found in an article by Mr. Frederick B. Kutz 

(4, D. 3-4; 1041), in which he likens educational offerings to 

a full-course dinner with the extra-class activity program com- 

parable to the dessert, the most enjoyable part of the meal. 

The staff felt that he had broached an excellent point when he 

said, 

It is largely this part of the education dinner 
that must take care of the wider functions cast on the 
school by the conditions of modern life, to give oppor- 
tunities to youth beyond the curriculum.... If educa- 
tion is life, the school must provide the kind of living 
that will assure a better and richer future. If educa- 
tion is growth, the school must provide experiences that 
will expand and transform individual interests, abili- 
ties, and attitudes. If education in the development of 
desirable functional abilities, the school must foster 

Mesa interests. If education is to preserve democratic 
ideals, the school must insist upon democratic proced- 
ures. Growth in all of these phases is dete rimed by 
and through meaningful experiences. (4, D. 4) 

The article stressed the fact that, though the formal curriculum 

is the main course, the bread and meat of the meal, the realiza- 

tion of a complete educational meal will mean that the student 

will not have to live "by bread alone" and will have opportuni- 

ties far beyond the formal curriculum, which will make for com- 

pleteness of life. 

Still another advantage for the school was brought out by 

discussion of the ways in which an activity program could stimu- 

late interest in the school and consequently minimize the dis- 
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cipline probles. This result comes about by easing the boredom 

and giving outlets to the restless energy of students seeking 

something new to do. This was mentioned by Dr. Prete:ell (1, p. 

. N-116) in the writings uses to direct and stimulate discussion 

of this phase of the questio. In line with this advantage of 

stimulating interest in the school cane another advantage; i.e., 

that interest would not only be given the school in general, but 

would be given to subjects in particular, if some correlation 

were shown to exist between the curricular activities and the 

extra-class activities. The staff had no definite experience to 

substantiate thie line of reasoning except the experiences of 

others in the field such as Dr. Fretwell, Dr. MoKown, and others. 

The final advantage the staff discussed with regard to the 

effect of an activity program on the school in general. was that, 

if the students wore given actual experience in democratic 

principles and wore taught to operate according to those prin- 

ciples in their extra-class activities, they would tend to take 

a more realistic and accurate view toward the necessary rile 

of the school; and the program would thereby have fostered sen- 

timents of law and order. 

Finally, with regard to possible advantages of a nrogram 

of extra-41W activities, the staff discussed the advantages of 

the program for the community in particular and for society in 

general. It was felt that there were two main advantages; the 

first of which was that the community and society would benefit 

directly by having students take their place in the community 



trained in democratic ideals and principles; ready to take their 

place as participating citizens in the role of follower or lead- 

er as the situation required. The second major advantaee to the 

community would be that its standards would be raised by having 

participating members who knew worthy means of usin- their leis- 

ure time, had developed snecial abilities, had sccial training, 

and finally, had obtained a measure of moral training. Much of 

this centered around the seven Cardinal Principles of Pducation, 

and discussion was directed by an excellent article written by 

J. R. Shannon (5, p. 243-244), which is a defense of extra-class 

activities by correlation with the Cardinal Princirl s. 

When the faculty had discussed the advantages of an extra- 

class program and a unified concept had thus been gained by all 

members as to why a program should be inaugurated, it was time to 

conelder what the program should offer so as to realize these 

advaeitaees as fully as possible. Once more the problem was dis- 

cuseed to answer a question, "What should be the objectives of 

the activity program offerings?" 

aien discussion was started on this question, it was seon 
In all that any program would have to have as Its objectives the 

realization of the advantages given previousl-r as fully as pos- 

sible. So, it seemed to the staff that the objectives for each 

phase should be to offer one or more approaches or activities in 

an effort to realize each advantage. For exanple, in dealing 

with the objective of offerings to realize advantages for the 

student, the staff decided that before an activity should be 
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provided for it must be shown that it would help realize one or 

more of the advantages that should be gained by the student. 

If an activity were to be promoted, it had to help the stedent 

gain in social experience, be a step toward equalization cf op- 

portunity, or assist the student to obtain one o: more of the 

other advantages which he s7eould get from a comprehensive pro- 

gram. It was also determined that, wherever possible, the ac- 

tivity should be promoted in a manner which would assist in 

gaining one or more of the advantages to the school and/or to 

the community. 

The faculty had now determined, to Its on satisfaction, 

why a program should be set up and what should be the objectives 

of offerings in the program. The group was then ready to con- 

sider the application of these and did so by really working to 

answer a third question, "How shall we do it?" 

After discussion and search of reference materials, the 

staff decided that the best set of fundamentals to be kept in 

mind while setting up the program was to be found in the article 

) by Dr. Adolph Unruh (6, p. 3-4; 14). 

father than have a repetition of material in this report, 

it will be sufficient to say, at this point, that the staff de- 

cided that they would, accomplish the task by setting up each 

club and activity that was indicated by student interests; but 

that before each activity via. sat up, it weu/d be discussed in 

faculty meetings, and a decision rendered as to whether the club 

OT activity would be in line with the cectivs already de 
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termined as criteria for the program. A final word of warning 

was sounded in most of the meetings, to the effect that hasty 

decisions could easily endanger, in fact destroy, the entire 

program. It was stressed that while the activity program has 

great values, these values do not come automatically through 

mere participation in the r,rogram but as a result of clear 

thinking and planning on the part of the teachers. Especially 

was this felt to be true since the entire movement was new to 

the student body and the community. The next section of this 

paper will be devoted to a report of how the staff set about 

answerin7 this last question and what they set up. 

THE PROGRAM 

Spadework 

As mentioned previously, the writer was given an excellent 

opportunity to do spadework for promotion of an activity pro- 

gram; in that office was taken during the spring semester, and 

considerable tkee was thus available for making observations. 

Once the tentative decision had been reached, to the effect that 

an activity program would go far toward remedial therapy on the 

school offerings and the student body attitudes, several weeks 

were available to establish a degree of student interest. This 

was attempted by comments made in classes conducted by the 

writer; comments regarding the personal experiences of the writer 

in clubs and the activities of organizations in other schools. 
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During conversations with in.live4ual students, the advantages of 

such a program were mentio,ee, when the topic of conversation 

dealt with some expressed need on the part of the student for 

a variety of expression not offered adequately by the curriculum 

then in effect. 

For a considerable length of time, these re rks seemed to 

make little or no impression on the student body, and it oollood 

that the program would have to be put off for at least nother 

year. The program could have been inaugurated without waiting 

for student-sponsored requests, but this was felt to be the 

poorer approach, sinc e the moverent would have come from the de- 

cision of the principal iesteed, of from the student body, whore 

it should originate. When only four weeks of school remained 

in the school year and hope had almost been abandoned, the eon. 

cept seemed to strike fire in the student body; and individual 

students came to request more information about the ero7ram's 

possibilities. Within two days, a =all group of students came 

as a self-appointed committee to ask how they should o aeoat 

setting up club activities and also, to determine whether 

not a program would be accepted by the faculty. This colsenittee 

was first assured that inauguration of an activity orogram was 

desired by the faculty, once it had been decided by student 

action. They were then asked to act as a committee to determine 

what clubs were desired by the student body. It required but a 

short time for this committee to determine the clubs wanted by 

the stw2.ents. This was done by postin3 individual sheete on the 
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bulletin board, askimj, for signatures to indicate the number of 

students willing to join each club as it was proposed by one or 

more of the students. Fifteen different clubs were proposed by 

name, but it was found upon inspection that several overlapped 

or differed only by name. A special assembly was called to dis- 

cuss the proposed program with the student body. Here the small 

student body was an advantage; in that the assembly could be held 

ae an open forum with questions and answers given by students 

and the principal. The points of similarity were discussed, and 

the final decision was that there were only seven clubs which 

were different. These seven clubs were as follows: Radio Club, 

Camera Club, Dramatics Club, Hobby Club, Listener's Club, and the 

Archery Club. Lists for these clubs were then posted to obtain 

signatures for membership, so that final action could be taken 

as to which were to be started. These will be discussed fur- 

ther in individual portions of this section of the report. 

A beginning had been made toward establishing an intelli- 

gent public opinion regarding an activity program, by having 

talked with the school board and having their approval placed 

on inauguration of such a program. This approval was necessary 

and certainly was desirable. The board members then acted as 

emissaries of the program; in that they were able to rive ex- 

pression to the reasons for establishment of the program and the 

advantages to the community and the student body. Thus the pro- 

gram would not come as a sudden innovation with a complete lack 

of public understanding. Through conversations with members of 
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the community, it was determined that public approval was given 

the inauguration of an activity program; and several individuals 

expressed their willingness to assist in any possible way by the 

loan of equipment or supplies, if needed. This was all done 

prior to actual completion. of student action; since it was felt 

that regardless of when the program was going to begin, there 

had to be approval by the 7nblic and understanding of the goals 

to be sought. 

Schedule 

Now that student interest had been gained, the next step 

was that of making time available for the program. It was in- 

tended that a portion of the school day should be devoted to the 

program, in order to show faculty recognition of the importance 

of the program and to dignIfy It with such recognition. This 

point was stressed. by Dr. Fretwoll (1, p. 266-263) and also by 

hr. Unruh (6, p. 4). There was a second equally good reason 

why school time should be given to the program in this particu- 

lar case. This was the fact that a majority of the students 

were rural and made use of tie school busses to come and go from 

school. If the program were 17eld, after school, a majority of 

these rural children would not be able to attend or at any rate, 

would be discouraged from attending, because of the trouble they 

would then have in getting home, after their particular group 

had met. Not only the rural children would be thus discouraged, 

but several of the children living in the village had odd jobs 
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or special interests outside of the school sphere, which they 

would have hesitated to relincuish. Still another reason would 

be the club conflict with the athletic prorTam. With the all 

enrollment, it was desired to abolish any chance conflict, which 

would limit or divide the participants la either phase of ac- 

tivity. 

For these reasons, the past schedulee were studied to s e 

if any pattern could. be set up in alternation of school subjects 

that would leave e. portion of the school day open for the pro- 

gram. Study revealed that alternation could be done in social 

studies, science, and mathematioo. Some such alternatin had 

already been done for years because of the small staff, which 

necessitated such action. With these points in mind, a new 

schedule was made out and sWomitted during the summer to each 

member of the new faculty for individual criticism and sugges- 

tions. The schedule, put before the school board, had been ap- 

proved by each asmber of the staff and gained board. approval. 

In addition to the schedule for the next year, the schedule was 

worked out in advance for three years to show that all required 

subjects would be available. It was discovered, after this had 

been done, that the increased use of alternating eoursos on the 

schedule made better use of teacher time and left room for sev- 

eral more electives over the three-year-period. Full Informa- 

tion was also obtained on the use of correspondence courses to 

supplement the reular offerings through the Kansas State Col- 

lege Department of Home Study, Manhattan, Kansas. To show 
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points of difference between the old type of schedule and the new 

schedule worked out, a copy of each is shown on page 129 of the 

Appendix with time notations to illustrate how little lengthening 

of the school day was necessary. 

The faculty met one week before the school year started for 

a final check on the use of this new schedule, enrollment, teach- 

er load, and the sponsorship of the various activities. The 

first item considered under sponsorship was the make-up of Home 

Rooms, and the next section will be devoted to consideration of 

this phase of the activity program. 

The Home Room 

Because of the need for personal contact with the students 

on an organized basis to assist in guidance and planning activi- 

ties and to give a feeling of unity, one of the first decisions 

made by the faculty in its meeting was to establish a Home Room 

plan of organization. It was the faculty's decision that sev- 

eral advantages could be realized through the use of the Home 

Room. Setting up a Home Room organization on the principles of 

democratic self-government would, of course, assist in realizing 

the advantages of social experience, leadership and fcAlowership 

experience, training in democratic principles, cooperative 

growth and endeavor, and finally, would assist the groups to be- 

came increasingly self-directive. It was brought out that through 

the Home Room plan the school would benefit by studeet interest 

in the government of the school; and it would tend to foster 
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sentiments of law and order. 

Because there were only four full-time faculty members, it 

seemed best to establish the Home Room on a class basis; with 

each sponsor to stay with the original group until graduation. 

The system would give each staff member the opportunity to work 

with individual members of each class over a longer period of 

time and thereby assist them more effectively. Also, the system 

would ~ire each staff member the opportunity to work with dif- 

ferent class activities each year, instead of working with only 

one phase of school life. For example, the junior class each 

year sponsored a junior play and the junior-senior banquet. To 

have the same instructor responsible for this same activity each 

year would tend to keep down orininalit7 and would eventually 

bore the faculty member. If the same instructor were kept as 

senior class sponsor each year, the responsibility of the senior 

annual would. fall to the same person year after year. By ro- 

tation of year, rather than of class, each sponsor would have 

the same share of benefits and responsibilities eventually. 

Once sponsorship had been determined, attention was given 

to the type of organization and activity to be undertaken by 

each class 7roup. The Home Room could not be the wholesale 

adaptation of sone other school's pro,,;ram but had to be original 

with background experiences of other schools used as foundation 

material. The staff wished the Home Roam organization to 

eventually be the core of the concept and experience in student 

government. Because the movement was to he so new to the Btu- 
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dent body, it was decided that organization should be extremely 

simple and the activities of each lions Room group centered 

around local actIon and the special needs of each particular 

class. Only certain specific needs were stressed by the admin- 

istrator to each class sponsor; the remainder of the class ac- 

tivities were left up to the initiative of each sponsor. 

With this type of orsenization there was no need for sep- 

s ea, class organizations or meetings, and the class officers 

served in their elected capacity in the Home Room. Activities 

of the Home ROMs the first semester were generally devoted to 

group discussions of etiquette, school spirit, and the plans 

for fund-raising events such as dances. With the start of the 

second semester, there was more specialization of activity to 

meet class needs For example, the seniors devoted some time to 

discussions of how to apply for jobs by letter and in person. 

It was found that the faculty decision to place the Jose 

Room period on Monday was an excellent choice, since this avoid- 

ed haphazard meeting times, allowed for a planned program of die 

cussion topics, and enabled the students to discuss and plan ac- 

tivities for the week ahead. The use of the Home Room plan also 

gave the students a sense of solidarity in the first yea, since 

the freshman and sophomore groups were now meeting as classes 

and doing things together as group activity. Through this group 

activity the varioue sroups obtained much information which the 

staff considered worthwhile yet academically impossible to pre- 

sent well in the formal curriculum. An excellent film (7) was 
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obtained from Bastin Films, fer a rental fee of $1.95. This 

stimulated much Home Room discussion, since it dealt with "How 

to Study." 

Aside from repreeentatives from a. class oalling on another 

class to propose some joint action, no move was lade to formu- 

late a plan of student government. With the small student body 

enrolled, any proposals which demanded the action of the entire 

student body were brought up in the regular assemblies, by the 

students acting as committeemen, or at special assamblies 

called for the express purpose of putting the proposition to the 

student body. Another reason no -love woe) made to initiate a 

student council or other form of student government for the en- 

tire school WAS because the staff felt that there were not yet 

any trained student leaders and that student government should 

be considered later, if a definite need were felt for that type 

of organization. 

Assemblies 

As the schedule on page 129 of the Appendix shows, the 

Friday activity period was left open for assemblies. This day 

of the week was chosen first, because it would give the students 

the entire week to plan their assemblies, which it was hoped 

they would be prepared to give as the year progressed. The sec- 

ond reason Friday was chosen for the assembly day was that the 

league athletic games were always played on Fridays; and this 

would then give the students a chance to have pep assemblies 
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the day of the game. 

It was decided to use the assembly as an administrative 

device sparingly. This was because reports of past asemblles 

indicated that the trevious assemblies had been used for this 

purpose almost entirely; and it was felt that this had done much 

to discourage student participation. and that continuation of 

such uses of the assembly would handicap the possibilities of 

the program in this phase. The possibilities of the assembly, 

as drawn up- by the staff, showed that if this device were used 

wisely, It could: contribute to the general program in many ways 

not possible by any other means. It gave rise to chances for 

school unity, as considered above class unity; in -that it would 

stress factors and interests which were common to all students. 

A primary value to the club pregram would, of course, be the 

possibility of stimulating club activity to present a program 

for the entire student body. For example, the Camera Club 

sponsor would have an immediate goal for the club members; in 

that they could gather material to present to non.members at 

one tleo. Thus the assembly would give stimulation to the club 

member, and it would also tend to stimulate interest in turn by 

non-members. Each club sponsor agreed that this program method 

would be a boost to student Interest and activity, if it could 

be worked out. This sharing, of informat'on and enthusiasm would 

widen the interests of the student body. Values would also be 

gained by the students; in that they would learn the proper 

audience attitudes and would, at some time, have occasion to 
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learn how to conduct themselves in front of an audience. The 

fact that the audience would be composed of their friends wculd 

assist each to gain poise and experience as a participant, as 

gently as possible. A final value to be gained. through. the as- 

sembly was that the aesthetic standards of the student body and 

community could gradually be raised by the assembly programs, 

which could help develoa intelligent public opinion and tastes. 

As to responsibility for the assembly programs, such re- 

sponsibility was to be left with the principal; except that when 

clubs were presentine the programs, the sponsor for that par- 

ticular club was held responsible for the program. 

Since the assemblies of the past had been so over-worked as 

an aduinistrative device, the main problem was to stimulate stu- 

dent Interest in presenting. the programs. However, because of 

the small enrollment and the newness of the idea, the staff was 

hesitant to depend entirely upon student sponsored programs im- 

mediately. Furthermore it was felt that with so few students 

it would be asking a great deal of the same students to present 

student programs each week of the school year For these 

reasons, arrangements were made for films on travel, industr es, 

and personality adjustment to start and assist the year's pro- 

grams. Excellent travel films were obtained through. the ser- 

vices of the Santa Fe Railroad (8), at no charge except for re- 

turn postage. Some very good films regarding industries about 

which the students had shown interest or in which, their parents 

were employed, such as the oil industry, were obtained through 
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Association Films W. There was no charge for these film° 

other than the actual postage required for transportation both 

ways. Two good personality adjustment films were obtained from 

7astin Films (7), and much student interest was stimulated in 

such things as courtesy, detine, and other matters with which 

young people are concerned. 

The only assembly used for administrative purposes was the 

first, and then only to welcome the entire student body, make 

they acquainted with the basic customs to be observed introduce 

the faculty, and show that they were sincerely encouraged to 

participate in the club program. A short pep program then 

brou7ht that first meeting to a close. Four pep programs were 

presented by the cheer-leaders during the first semester as the 

only student sponsored programs. Club members were still hesi- 

tant about presenting programs; and it was felt that it would be 

wise to let them arrive at their own decisions as to when they 

wore ready or at least more willing. Late in the semester a con- 

cert was given by the Southwestern College Orchestra, and the 

community was invited. This tended to inject a cultural note 

into the assembly programs in general; and the enjoyment which 

the students displayed le. to the presentation of another program 

by the local school orchestra. Other programs were given by the 

ensembles and solo members of the music department after this, 

and this stimulated interest in better work by the music depart- 

ment members. In addition, these student assiblies by the 

music department made students in ether organizations cognizant 
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of the fact that they were just as capable of putting on an 

assembly proram. The Dramatics Club then led the way with an 

extremely good program of choral reading. This shared a new 

concept and broke down student reaerve, pavina. the way for future 

student spo_sored assemblies. 

Future plans for assemblies, as now indicated by student 

interest and suzgestions, include one-act plays by the Dramati 

Club, skits by the classes to emphasize various points of eti- 

quette, school spirit, etc., and the clubs which have not par- 

ticipated in a program this first year are now showing signs of 

wishing to demonstrate what they are doing in their club activi- 

ties. Films will again be used to supplement the prograts, but 

less often now that the students are showing more initiatiV in 

the possibilities of the assembly day and are no longer suspi- 

cious of its use by the staff or administration. 

Club Program 

"In getting a pupil from where he is to where he ought to 

be, the beginning must be made with him where he is. Ia club, 

as in regular classes, it is the school's business to get the 

pupil into a situation where he can succeed, where he can some- 

times lead, and where at other times he must follow." 

The above quotation by Fretwell (1, p. 273-274) seemed an 

apt statement of one of the primary reasons why a club program 

should. be started at Raymond High School. Nowhere in the vil- 

lage or in the school program was there any provision for giving 
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success experiences to those students who could not be reached 

by the formal curriculum and who had little hope of success if 

they had to stay within the curriculum boundaries. Ueither was 

there any opportunity for recreation, in the community, other 

than gang activity in or arowaJ the pool-hall. It seemed that 

this situation needed correction and that one of the best meth- 

ods presentinG itself was that of club organization. Once the 

students had accepted the initiative of organization and the 

initial phases had been accomplished, discussion in faculty 

meetings brought out many fundamental advantages of the club 

program which could be accampl shed. To avoid repetition in the 

following sections dealing with each club, these general advan- 

tages are to be set forth here. 

In the section on Guideposts dealing with advantages to the 

student, there were set down several possible advantages of an 

activity program which it seemed to the faculty had an excellent 

chance of promotion by a club program. First, there was the ad- 

vantage of social experience. Certain17, in the informal atmos- 

phere of the club, engaged in the exploration of new and common 

fields of interest to the club group, the individual student 

would learn such about social cooperation and customs. From 

this would follow the advantages of leadership experience, since 

the clubs would operate in a democratic fashion and there would 

be many opportunities for leadership and followership experience. 

It was acknowledged b7 the staff that any club accepted by the 

se70o01 as desirable would offer much chance for cooperative 
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livinc, healthy growth, and consequent initiative in individual 

seeking of new fields of interest or specialization. It was 

hoped that one on more of the clubs selected by the students 

would offer possibilities of self-expression by the students, 

leadinEf; them to a broader outlook and independent interpretation. 

There was much discussion about the possibilities of the stu- 

dents discovering new uses for their leisure time, not just in 

school but in their post-school period. Beyond these points of 

advantage, there was consideration of the advantages to be 

gained from the increased flexibility of achool offerings to fit 

the needs and interests of the students and also from the more 

equal opportunity each student would have to discover his or her 

awn interests. From this last advantage would grow tremendous 

possibilities of vocational guidance. 

All in all, after the various advantages of the club pro- 

gram were discussed, it seemed to the faculty that the club 

program offered the greatest possible chance to realize all of 

the general advantages discussed in the section on Guideposts, 

not just for the student, but for the school and community as 

well. In addition to these 1,-enoral advantages, however, it was 

felt that of the clubs proposed, each had indivialual advantages 

peculiarly its own. These Individual advantages will be brought 

into the report as each club is given separate consideration In 

the following five sections. 

Before going on to approval of the clubs, the staff felt 

tbc.t they should have a blueprint or guide on Which to base 
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their a-eoroval. The "Ten tests for a school (slab" as set forth 

bv Fretwell (1, p. 290-292) were found to bo omollent for this 

purpose. 

1. Common interest: The club is composed of a 
group of pupils of about the same level of achievement 
Li respect to the activity of the club, who voluntar. 
ily join the club because of a common interest in the 
activity to be carried on. 

2. The common interact may Out of any one of 
three possible sources: 

a. Grow out of the curriculum: 
b. Exploration and experiment: 
c. Permanently outside the curriculum: 

3. Size of club: The club is large enough to 
provide a situation whereby there is group stimulus, 
and jet the club is small cnou3h to ..71ecessitate constant, 
continuing participation by the members either as indi- 
viduals or as members of small groups within the larger 
group. 

4. Active participation: This voluntary group is 
composed of pupils of about the same ability in respect 
to the activity of the club who are actively finding out 
what to do, pianninç how to do it, and doing it. Yon- 
Participation automatically eliminates a member from the 
roup. 

5. A stepping-up program: The club program pro- 
vides for successive steps in achievement with appro- 
priate recognition at each step. 

6. Satisfaction: The club is composed of a group, 
the members of which find satisfaction primarily in the 
activity of the club rather than in a showing-off ex- 
hibition to non-members. 

7. Pupil membership: The school in its scheme of 
organization and administration of Clubs provides for a 
club member, who finds he Is no longer interested in the 
fiela of the club's activity, to transfer in an honor- 
able and dignified manner to another and a desired 
field. 

8. The club's relation to the school: The school 
is attempting to fit its pupils to live in a democratic 
society and to make democratic society a fit place in 
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which to live. The club chartered by the school, while 
serving the pupil, renders some definite service to the 
school in aiding the school to achieve its objective. 

9. The club /lane: The name of the club and the 
names of the ranks in the stopping-up program can have 
an appeal to the imaagleaation of the members. 

10. The club sponsor: The adult sponsor has a 
healthy curiosity and a real interest in the field of 
activity and has or comes to have a genuine delight in 
the personnel of the club. This adviser knows what to 
advise, when to advire, how to advise, and in what 
amount. 

It was stressed time and again that these clubs would 

progress only to the degree in which they were given wise and 

sincere leadership by faculty members. It was shown by the fac- 

ulty members that they realized a deep responsibility in the rat 

for of club sponsorship. They also realized what a fine tool 

was to be placed in their hands whereby they could motivate the 

dull student by aivini7s him a chance to feel that he belonged 

and was accepted into a group, and would also be bettor able to 

stimulate the bright student by revision of new and interesting 

outlets for his mental and physical energy. 

When the time came for the faculty to consider each pro-. 

aosed club for its acceptance or rejection, It was found that 

the matter had almost completely resolved itself. As mentioned 

in an earlier section, only seven clubs remained on the com- 

mittee list out of the fifteen originally proposed by students. 

This culling hafl been done by submitting lists for student sig- 

nature, coup discussion, and rejection of those which had only 

one or two signatures, or which overlapped In function. Those 
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ence ani substitution. Of the seven remaining, only one was 

felt to be overlapping at the time of consideration. This Tel 

the Archery Club, which bad somewhat the same constitution pro- 

posed as did the Rifle Club. S,ince there was no sponsor avail- 

able for this proposed club as an independent organization, it 

was proposed that the Archery Club be incorporated into the 

Rifle Club. It was thought that this arrangement would work cut 

fairly well since the latter club would be unable to operate dur- 

ing the winter months; and attention could then be given to 

archery on an indoor rane set up in the gymnasium. This plan 

of incorporation left on17 six clubs to be considered. 

One of these six, the Listener's Club, was to have been 

concerned with meeting as a group to listen. to various types of 

recorded music. The outlined plan wa to halm the members li 

ten to music in the popular vein at the beginning and then grad- 

ually build up their tastes in music by adding records of better 

music. Unfortunately this did not work out at all, since the 

proposed sponsor (the music teacher) let it be known that the 

music would not be "popular if he had anything to do with the 

club, but would instead start oat at the "top" of the musical 

field with classical music, wMch was really far beyond the 

comprehension of the prospective members. Since this was a 

problem which was considered a serious one, discussion will be 

given this in the section dealing with general problems. Suf- 

ficient to say here, the damage had been done and the club was 
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rejected by the students entirely, and the idea had to be tem- 

porarily discarded. 

At this junction, the faculty found itself with five clubs 

to consider. None of the clubs overlapped, nor could they be 

found lacking in possibilities for the advancement of the pro- 

gram. These five clubs were; The Dramatics Club; The Rifle 

Club; The Camera Club; The Hobby Club; and the Radio Club. In- 

formal constitutions had been presented at the time the lists 

were put up for signatures, and after examination of these con- 

stitrtions all five clubs were eventually approved by the fac- 

ulty. None of the clubs were formulated without a definite pro- 

vision that no qualified student could be denied membership in 

a club, nor Was admission of any student to a club to be de- 

termined by ballot of the members. 

The matter of sponsorship had been left until the clubs 

wore selected; and after consideration of the five clubs, it was 

found that sponsorship fell to those who had been most interested 

in the clubs from the bezinning, Since the English teacher had 

had fifteen years of experience as a dramatics coach and had 

much enthusiasm for the proposed club and its possibilities, 

that staff member was felt to be the most likely choice. The 

students had indicated that they approved of the suggestions put 

forth by this teacher and would. like to have her as their spon- 

sor. The administrator hesitated to ask that same teacher to 

assume responsibility of sponsoring another club, since she was 

also to be responsible for all of the class plays; and such a 
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nally selected were altogether out of her field of interest and 

knowled,e. The other woman on the staff wav not trained. to ac- 

cept the sponsorship of any of the other four clubs) nor did she 

show any interest in the type of activity they woulo promote. 

Since she was the commerce teacher, it was planned that she 

wool take all class and club treasurers into an informal group 

each month for one activity period, during which these students 

were to be given trainin in the fundamentals of treepine, neat 

and accurate records. In addition to this, the commerce teacher 

was iven charge of the activity fund master record. This will 

be Given more consideration in the section dealing with finances 

but is mentioned here to show that this staff member now had 

considerable time devoted to the program. 

The music teacher had neither trainin; nor interest in any 

of the four remaining clubs; and because of he large amount of 

time he already devoted to the music portion of the activity pro- 

gram, it was decided that he should not be asked to sponsor any 

of the clubs. This then left two male members of the staff, the 

administrator and the coach, to consider as sponsors. The ad . 

elinistrator was an amateur photographer and was a natural choice 

for sponsor of the Cernera Club. Since he also taught in the 

science field and was the only member of the staff to 'lave had 

any of the theory or practice in radio fundamentals, beside being 

interested in the possibilities of the Radio Club, he assumed 

sponsorship of this club. 
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It was decided that the coach should assume sponsorship of 

the Hobby Club and the Rifle Club, since he was interested in 

these and had asked if such duties could be given his. This 

plan had tc be discarded when it was found that the Rifle Club 

period would conflict with time needed for the training room in 

the athletic program. The coach was left in the position of 

sponsor for the Hobby Club, however, since there was no time 

conflict in that phase. For a tine it was thought that the 

Rifle Club would have to be abandoned, since it was without a 

sponsor; but a few changes in placement made it possible for the 

administrator to assume sponsorship of this club. The adminis- 

trator had bad considerable experience with various types of 

weapons, and though it wae recognized as overloading duties a 

bit, the very large group which had indicated. a willingness to 

join this particular club would not than be disappointed; and 

future arrangements might be made to get a bettor distribution 

of load. 

This settled the matter ef sponsors for the school yea 

and the actual progr , of each club was ready to begin. The in- 

dividual reasons for, and slethods of, organization of each of 

these five clubs will be given separate consideration in the 

next five sections* 

The Dramatics Club 

The Dramatics Club was felt to be an excellent addition to 

the program for many reasons, one of which was that such an or- 
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ganization would supplement the curriculum to the mutual benefit 

of the students and the school. Through a well organized club 

of this typo the school would be able to offer training in pub- 

lic speaking and drama. that it otherwise was unable to do, in 

view of the staff size and enrollment. In addition to thereby 

offering the student a chance to gain in experience in public 

speaking and dramatics, the club would enable the student to 

pursue whatever field of dramatic endeavor his particular in- 

terests led. him to choose. Such a club would not be limited in 

any way to the boundaries of a course in dramatics or public 

speaking; and the student could find time and opportunity for 

the expression of any histrionic talent he might have. In ad- 

dition to the special advantaes mentioned above, the faculty 

felt that through such an organization the students would gain 

a better vocabulary and correct certain local idioms of expres- 

sion. Students are made more imaginative by living the lives of 

other people in situations outside their sphere of experience; 

and since dramatic taste can be cultivated and discrimination 

can be taught, the students would be brought to a more critical 

evaluation of the dramatic presentations of today. This last 

point was especially stressed in an article by Jovan (10, p. 231- 

232) which brought out that, not only can students learn how to 

interpret plays and produce them, but through their own selec- 

tion of plays, some of the differences between raood and had 

plays will be seen and the problems of selection will be brought 

home. It was thought that the club could be a force for 7ood in 
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raising the dramatic standards of the community through the 

presentation of legitimate drama and Literature, since this 

would be an organization which would put on productions without 

worry as to the dollar and cents outcome of such choice of plays. 

Another advantaee of the Dramatics Club deals with vocation 

opportunities offered; in that through the Dramatics Club a vast 

amount of technical information and techniques of various arts 

and crafts may be brought to the student. Study of stagecraft, 

scenery, design, construction, lighting control and effects, 

costume design and the art of fashion, and the art of make-up 

offer many different opportunitiev for the student to discover 

sore hidden interest. Many a boy may pick up a trade as a 

painter from dabbling with scenery in school productions. The 

student who acted as "electrician" may find himself with an in- 

terest in a well-paying vocation. The girls who delved into 

ma-up, fashion, and costumes may have found a possible cue to 

a self-sufficient and interesting future. All of these possi- 

bilities, of course, offer approaches to vocational guidance in 

the particular field of interest develore and in other nclated 

fields. 

Teaugh the aculty was already "sold" on the possibilities 

of the Dramatics Club and its advantages, an extremely interest- 

ing article by Moss (11, p. 11:5-116) gave still more support to 

substantiate the faculty decision to have this type of club. 

In this article the correlation Is shown between the possibili- 

ties of the dramatics type of organization and the seven Cardinal 
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Principles of Fducation. This article was shown to the school 

board, and material from it was used in conversations to better 

Public relations during the school year. 

In the constitution for the club were the following broad 

points of general goals of the Club's activities: 

1. To promote an understanding of the background 
f drama and the reasons for its development. 

2. To promote knowledge of the various phases of 
ores5uction of good drama. 

3. To oromote interest in and niowledge of the 
various types of productions. 

4. To promote opportunities for student expression. 

The sponsor had a good deal of material which could be 

used by the club; and this meant that little new equipment was 

needed. The only purchases made the first year were various 

items of make-up, copies of plays for club consideration, and 

some individual pieces for histrionic work. lnee a flat charge 

of one dollar was made by the club for make-up used by each play 

east, the total final cost for all equipment came to only nine 

dollars and forty cents. 

The type of projects promoted by the Dramatics Club did not 

require any special facilities for club meetings; hence one of 

the classrooms was given to them for use as a club headquarters. 

The need tor storage space for the nakeup equipment and various 

props brou,eht out the lack of such facilities in the school 

plant. This was eolved by moving a large, unused cabinet into 

the dressing room just off the stage an putting shelves into 

the upper portion of the cabinet. The cabinet was 78" high, 
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62" wide, and 22" deep, with two 224" doors opening out from the 

middle. The shelves were placed at the top of the cabinet so as 

to leave adequate saace for T,PLI 7 costumes in one-half of the 

cabinet, with t.l-e other half used to store such props as were too 

valuable or delicate to be left out on the stage proper. The 

stage was mall, being only 12' by 23'; but it had adjustable 

curtains as backdrops so that no special background properties 

were needed at first. The Woodwork II class cooperated with the 

Dramatics Club in buildin such special items as a fireplace, 

new doers, and a French window, which were needed durin7 the 

year for stage productions. The cabinet 7ead been in one of the 

rooms, and little cost was incurred in its rehabilitation for 

club use, other than about two dollars for material and a pad- 

lock. The permanent stage props, such as the doors and window, 

were paid for out of the general fund, since these items eJeuld 

be used for several years by such play casts as required. them. 

Thus it was that at the end of the year, the club found that it 

had adequate equipment and facilities at a total cost of less 

than twelve dollars. 

S J .ce there were only ten members in the Dramatic C11), 

the sponsor found that the panel discussion method could be used 

to good advantage in club activity. Usin this method to Pronote 

student Participation, the group gave consideration to the first 

goal in its constitution. Two meetings were spent in this, with 

various individuals making short reports to stimulate discussion. 

The second phase was dealt with as a work-shop, with the saonsor 
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illustrating the various JiLSO9 of oroduction during the next 

six meetings of the club. The club dealt with make-up, property, 

play selection, and the major points of each phase were dis- 

cussed as to the importance of each, and the responsibility for 

those given each particular phase as their duties. 

After this background had been established, the club de- 

cided to work with choral reading as their first joint endeavor. 

This was something entirely new to the students and the coma 

munity; and at first the students were afraid that the attempt 

was too new for acceptance without ridicule. Once they had 

mastered severl selections, they were asked to present two of 

the best in an assembly program. This was done and, to the sur- 

prise of the club members, was a tremendous success. Other 

choral readinss were given, at a community program and during the 

intermission of a concert by the school orchestra. 

The club next turned its attention to the selection of a 

one-act play, which could be used in league competition and 

later in the district competition. In addition to the one-act 

play, the individual members of the club started, to work on 

special phases of drama. Four members of the club were able to 

work out such things as a dramatic reading, humorous reading, 

and standard oratory. No work was done with debate, nor was any 

special work done with extemporaneous speaking, other than short 

practices in club meetings to acquaint the members with methods 

of preparation in this latter type of speaking. Toward the last 

of the school year, the club presented their one-act play in 
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league and district competition and to assist the freshmen in a 

program for the community. 

FlJnce the sponsor of the Dramatics Club was the rnglish and 

social science teacher, it was apparent to her when the club 

activity caused an increased interest in the work of the formal 

curriculum. Not only lid the members participate more readily 

in class discussion, but they also showed better preparation for 

such delivery. Two of the members were noticeably more critical 

of the plays and prose covered in regular rnglish class work. 

This increased awareness of correct speech and delivery was ap- 

parent to other instructors also. 

The Dramatics Club will have more members this next year be- 

cause of the interest that has developed among non-members as a 

result of club activity. As a result of this increased member- 

ship, the club program will become a bit more ambitious. At the 

present time, members have plans for the preparation of individ- 

ual numbers for district competition at least; and it In hoped 

that some of them will receive a rating high enough. for their 

entrance in the state competition. With the prospect of more 

members, a more ambitious play program has been tentatively 

planned* with the program now set up with the view toward the 

presentation of eight one-act plays during the year at intervals 

of one month. The public will be invited to attend free, and at 

the final presentation, the public will vote for the play best 

produced and presented. The club plans to continue its practice 

of making a flat charge of one dollar for the service of make-up 
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for each class production. This will lead to better use of 

make-up materials and less waste of class funds. 

Through the one-act plays, the staff hopes to obtain a 

fairly accurate concept of the philosophy of the community with 

regard to plays and then, will be able to go on from there in 

futuro plans. 

A tape recorder has been nirchase1. by the school board, and 

among the uses planned for the equipment, it will be used in con- 

junction with the club activities to 71ve a record of speech man- 

nerisms and to correct and Improve the speech of the members. 

5',110 ial use will be made of the recorder when dialect readings 

are being prepared; and entire plays will be recorded and played 

back to the cast for better understanding of cues and pauses. 

The Rifle Club 

The Rifle Club had been approved by the faculty as a desire. 

able club which had certain advantages distinct from the other 

organizations. This type of club gave opportunity for boys who 

were skilled in the use of a rifle; several of whom did not meet 

with much success in the regular school curriculum. This oppor- 

tunity to compete with others of the school for marksmanship 

honors did much to relleve the problems presented by these few 

students. Whereas before they had no opportunity to feel that 

they really belonged to an organization in which they could suc- 

cessfully assume leadership, now the opportunity presented it- 

self in a field in which they had experience and skill; and none 
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them felled to take advantage of the chance. Shooting for 

sport is a national past-time, and one which is earticipated in 

by most non regardless of ace. Throu.41 this type of elui, these 

boys could be given an interest in a use of leisure tile which 

they could use their eatire life without feelinz that such a 

pursuit was inappropriate. ay means of a rifle club, these boys 

could be tatle;ht the proper methods of hunting, safety, marksman- 

ship, wire of their weapons, and most important - sportsmanship. 

Still another important possibility of this type of club was 

that it -Jive an excellent opportunity to stress first aid, espec- 

ially as it applied to wounds by gunshot, knife, and serious 

falls. An excellent article wae used for reference by the spon- 

sor, written by James Laing (12, p. 35-9l) as a defense of this 

type of club. Not only did the article stress the safety fee- 

tors, but such projects as could be correlated with a rifle club 

and woodwork, sewing, and metalwork classes. It streseed the 

possibilities of social sveldance and citizenship training through 

such an organization, which points were then used in establishing 

go( eablie relations in the community with these who were crit- 

ical of the possibilities of the club. 

Organization of this club on a formal basis vas delayed 

for over a month, because there were no ether clubs within a 

radius of fifty or more miles from when practical ideas could be 

ebtained. The best source of information was found in speaking 

to a gunsmith in a nearby city. He suggested contacting the 

national Rifle Association (13) for information on the organiza- 
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tion of a Junior Rifle Club. This was done and a wealth of very 

valuable information was received from the Association regarding 

the formation of a club. 

Included in this material, was a handbook and information 

eoncerning affiliation with the National Rifle Association, The 

matter of joining the association was discussed by the members 

of the club, and it was their decision to join as a Junior Rifle 

Club. The membership fee wrs five dollars, for which the club 

received certain prIvile;os, a beautiful charter (which was im- 

mediately hung in the main corridor of the high school) and a 

year's subscription to the "Rifleman", a monthly magazine pub- 

lished by the associaticn. Each member received a manual or 

handbook which stressed proper handling of weapons at all times, 

the types of ammunition to use, firing techniques, and the vari- 

ous progressive stages which the members of the Rifle Club could 

attain by their skill in shooting on the range. 

With the initial material sent out there had been a copy of 

the by-laws of a Junior Rifle Club which were adopted by the 

Club in formal meeting. There was a special manual and sheaf of 

instructions and suggestions for the club sponsor which are is- 

sued for club sponsors by the association. There was no charge 

for this service, and the manual proved extremely helpful with 

its suggestions and illustrations for the proper organization 

and maintenance of a Junior Rifle Club. 

-i.nce all of the boys had rifles and would furnish their 

own equipment and shells for at least the first year, the only 
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equipment needed was a supply of targets. The companies han- 

dling targets of the type accepted by the Rifle Association as 

correct, sold these targets only in quantities of 5,000. How- 

ever, one of the students noticed an advertisement in the Mont- 

eomery-Ward Catalog which offered the same targets in quantities 

of 100, which was more in line with the club budget. Enough of 

these were ordered to last out the year, and the equipment prob. 

lem was settled. 

The matter of facilities for a rifle club was a bit more 

difficult to resolve. An outdoor range was needed, but it had 

to be with easy access of the school because of tlz:e limita- 

tions. For reasons of civic and school safety, the range could 

not be too close to the village or the school. One of the 

fathers heard of the situation and came forward with the offer 

of a site on his land, free of charge, so long as fences were 

not destroyed. or livestock endangered. The club went out to 

look over the possibilities and found a perfect site just one 

hundred yards off a maintenance road. The background for the 

range was a steep bank just about twenty feet high, and there 

was plenty of room for five firinG points well separated from 

each other. One member brought out a tractor and mower and cut 

all of the weeds and. grass from the range. Another member's 

father donated 2 x 4's for the target holders. Two members 

sambled an excellent target holder arrangement, and another mem- 

ber painted position numbers above each target position to assure 

accuracy in choice of tarFet. By such generosity and coopera- 
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tive endeavor, the facilities cost the club nothing. 

While the club had been awaiting the material from the 

National Rifle Association, it had elected officers and organized 

itself along the regular club lines. In addition, the members 

were given instruction by the sponsor in the proper methods of 

handling weapons on the range. They were also instructed in how 

to assume the various firing positions, as taut by the U.S. 

Army, and how to use their rifle straps for more secure rest and 

accuracy. 

The need for certain precautionary rules for camon safety 

on the range was discussed by the club, and certaill rules re- 

sulted. It was mado a secondary ruling that any club mambor 

found guilty of violation of one of these rules was to be drop- 

ped from the club for the remainder of the school year. (This 

secondary ruling never had to be usedt) The rules set forth 

were as follows: 

1. Vines are to be empty at all times except 
when in firing position. 

2. Rifle bolts are to be open at all tines when 
rifles are being transported to and from school and 
the range. Automatic rifles may be brought; but a 
wooden block must be inserted in the breech during 
any transportation to make certain the action is ope.rJ. 

3. Automatic or repeater rifles will be allowed 
on the range but can be loaded with only one shell at 
a time when in firing position. 

4. Members on the firing point, ready to fire In 
turn, are to hold rifles with the butt of the rifle 
resting on their hip and the muzzle pointed up and 
forward at an angle of at least forty-five degrees. 

5. Members not on the firing point must stay 
at least five yards to the rear, with the action of 
their rifles open and chambers empty. 
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By strict adherence to these rules there was never any 

"near-accident" or occurrence of any kind which necessitated 

dropping a member from the club. It was the common discussion 

of the need for such rules, with a complete understanding by 

each member as to why even the best marksmen adhered to such 

rules, which the sponsor believes was responsible for this rec- 

ord. The sponsor and faculty in general were very happy to hear 

from the townspeople that the students had abandoned their past 

practices of walking through town with rifles loaded when they 

went out hunting on week-end e and after school. Another im- 

provement in attitude and action was brought about by stressing 

the fact that good sportsmen never wilfully damage property with 

rifle fire. This had the effect of stopping malicious breaking 

of wire insulators and signs along the roads around the villae. 

The change in attitude be. club members brought about a like 

change in the attitudes of the grade school boys, who learned 

that the older boys did not take kindly to actions that were out 

of keeping with club practices. 

Community reaction to these active indications of the in- 

fluence of a phase of the activity program was very favorable. 

The operator of the local telephone exchange was the first to 

notice the change, since he did not have to replace any of the 

glean insulators which supported the telephone lines. Parents 

of clnb members were grateful for the change in actions and at- 

titudes, and several mothers spoke of their peace of mind which 

was now possible because they saw their sons handling rifler as 
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they had been told. All in all, community approval was made ob- 

vious to the sponsor and staff when these marked changes in 

student behavior were noted. The club members were told of the 

praise, and this added to their determination to abide by the 

club rules. 

After receiving the club materials from the National Rifle 

Aseociation, the club organized teams with a team captain over 

each. It was the duty of these captains to see that members of 

their team did not wander about the range while firing was going 

on, so as to distract the attention of those firing. These team 

captains also were made responsible for the records of their 

teams, collected the targets, and brouget them to the recording 

desk which ead been put together and brought out to the range 

by two members of the Woodwork II class. 

Joining the National Rifle Association was an excellent 

method of keeping alive interest in the club and promoting bet- 

ter skill in firing. The association has a plan whereby the 

club members fire to qualify for various grades. These grades 

have to be achieved in a certain order which becomes increasing- 

ly difficult to attain. Once the members saw the medals and 

brassards which they could win the right to wear, their atten- 

tion to such details as strap tension and "trigeer squeeze" 

increased over-night. Many a member, who had felt that he knew 

all there was to know, suddenly started asking team mates or 

the sponsor to watch him for such things as jerking, blinking, 

or other details of firing. The fact that these awards have 
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quite a range of achievement helps to keep interest alive for 

a long period. In addition to those awards, the members know 

that, should they really become proficient in firing, there Is 

always the possibility of going to a national or regional meet 

to fire in competition either individually or as a team. 

The to the mild winter, the outdoor range was used until 

after Christmas. After this could not bo done, the members 

asked that they be given a course in First Aid. The McConnell 

Health Maps were used as visual aids to show the main arteries 

and veins, and the location of "pressure points" was stressed bs 

the sponsor. Since the sponsor of the club had been a medical 

corpsman fos almost four years in the army, the series of first 

als3 lectures and demonstrations were made extremely practical, 

based on actual experience with various types of wounds. Oc- 

casionally, when lagging interest was noted, a few incidents of 

the war were related, and interest quickly revived. The club 

was taught how to make splints from various materials, and mem- 

bers were shown or told not only what to do but what not to do 

in certain cases. The treatment for shock and stroke were also 

covered, and some simulated cases were made to "happen" on the 

ranese when the spring weather made it possible for the club to 

use the outdoor range again. In addition to these activities, 

a series of four films were presented. One of these was on 

first aid, two on safety precautions in the field, and the fourth 

on the National Rifle Meet. The film on first aid was obtained 

free from Association Films (9). The safety films were obtained 
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through the National Rifle Association (13) for a charge of 

1.50 each. These were excellent films, both in technicolor, 

and they showed much of interest along with the safety factors. 

The film on the National Rifle Meet was produced by Remington 

Arms Company, so it had a bit of advertising, but this was kept 

at a minimum. The film was obtained through Modern Talking 

Picture Serrice, Incorporated (14), for only the pos aoo charges. 

Club activity for the remainder of the school year was de- 

votea to individual firing for qualification for the various 

awards of the National Rifle Association. 

Future plans for the Rifle Club include plans for an in- 

door range. This will be installed in the gymnasium at the high 

school. Only two firing points will be used, and target holders 

are to be of heavy gauge steel "baffle-traps." No repeater or 

automatic rifles will be I lowed; and the two rifles to be used 

will be kept at the firing positions at all ties, so as to mini- 

mize the chances of accidental discharge while walking around or 

assuming the fi ring position. 

The club plans to remain in the National Rifle Association 

and hopes to stimulate other ochoole in the area to fora rifle 

clubs; so that local competition can be obtained. It is also 

planned to make use of a suggestion by the association to secure 

the services of the Department of Civilian Defense in obtaining 

some single-shot 4, calibre rifles which would be on loan from 

the Department. These rifles would then be kept in the build- 

ing under lock and key; so that club members would not be re- 
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quired to transport their own rifles to and from school on club 

days. This practice would help avoid delays incurred because 

members forgot their rifles at home. 

Certain safety factors will be stressed each year to all 

members, and new members will be given additional information 

at separate meetings. In like manner, certain first aid methods 

will be reviewed each year for all members; and then while the 

old members are using the indoor range, the new members will be 

given the complete course in first aid treatment, including the 

films previously shown. 

More complete plane arc being prepared in advance of the 

coming school year; so that when inclement weather restricta 

the use of the out-door range, the members can go ahead with 

other projects, such as making cartridge blocks to hold shells 

on the range, straightening sights, aligning sights* and several 

other projects, which have been suggested through the "Rifleman" 

and other articles noted during the school your. 

To overcome the handicap of no local inter-school competi- 

tion, team and individual matches will be held within the club. 

The Hobby Club 

One of the advantages of a club program, mentioned previous- 

ly in this paper, was the possibility of teaching students the 

worthwhile use of their leisure time. Whoa a Hobby Club was pro- 

posed by one of the students and then received a large number of 

signatures, the faculty was hapoy to approve the club for the 
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primary reason stated above. Through the door provided by such 

a club, the students could strike out in whatever direction 

they chose in the selection and pursuit of a hobby, uninhibited 

by curriculum restrictions. Exploration of the hobby field in 

an informal organization would provide, assistance, when the 

students needed such help, and would afford the students the use 

of various pieces of equipment not available to them in their 

homes. Special advantages offered by t.A.si type of club included 

the values of success experience to members who possessed skill 

in construction, dexterlty, and imaginative use of materials 

plus the possibilities of increased self-direction and initiative 

on the part of members. T1Ti:1 last advantage could lead to the 

development of special abilities, which naturally would incr ease 

the potential good which the school could do. Several other 

probable advantages could be mentioned here but would only be 

repetition of the general advantages stated in the Guidepost 

section. 

Once the club had been approved, the sponsor and adminis- 

trator considered the type of organization Which wculi: best fit 

the needs of the club. It was decided that, since the club 

would be extremely diversified in its activities, formal or- 

ganization would be limited to the election of club officers, 

who would serve in their capacity when need for grog T dis- 

cussion and action arose. 

The constitution for the club was very brief, stating its 

purposes as follows: 



1. To promote the exploration of all fields of hobby 

activity. 

2. To promote the worthy use of leisure tiae. 

This lack of formality in organization was not felt to he a 

handicap, since the purpose of the club was to provide the situ- 

ation and tine for exploration and to allow inter-stimulation by 

diverse pursuits in a group situation to arouse interest in many 

activities in the hobby field. 

Provision of equipment for the club was difficult, since 

neither the sponsor nor the administrator had any idea as to 

what branches of activity would eventually be explored, by the 

club members. Consequently, it was decided to allow club mem- 

bers to use all hand and power tools that were available in the 

woodworking department; and that, as the need for other tools 

arose, they would be purchased either as a part of the regular 

equipment or would be obtained by the individual who needed the 

tools for his hobby. This policy worked out very well, since 

only one student found it necessary to obtain a tool not already 

available. This was a special carving tool which cost the stu- 

dent less than a dollar. 

Because so much of the activity would eventually use hand 

and power tools at one phase or another, it was decided that the 

club should be given two rooms for use as clubrooms. One of 

these rooms was the regular woodworking room, which had all avail- 

able power and hand tools at hand; the other room was the paint 

shop, directly below the woodshop, which had table space and 
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floor space for projects net requiring hand or power teels. 

After the industrial arts instructor had cleared out the ac- 

cumulated debris in the original paint roam, a new wall was run 

east and viest through the roam. This new room was entirely ade- 

quate for use as one of the club rooms and still would be avail- 
able for use as the finishing...roam in the regular shop courses. 

The provision of equipment and facilities for the entire 

year's work for the club cost the club and school nothing. The 

only costs incurred by the members were for individual material 

which varied according to the arojeot or hobby undertaken. 

Since club activities were so diverse, no progressive 

stages were applicable to the entire program. However, club mem 

bore were encouraged to undertake only minor projects In line 

with their interests at first; so that no major outlay for ma- 

terial would be involved should the student then lose interest. 

Thus it was that club members, engaged in wood turning, first 

made a simple lampbase and then went on to more advanced lathe 

projects. Those intereeted in weed carving started with jewelry 

boxes, simple trays, etc., made out of cedar scraps left over 

from the Woodwork II cedar chest projects. Other members worked 

with cut-out knick-knacks requiring a minimum of cost for ma- 

terials. An excellent film on soap sculpture was obtained from 

Association Films () for no other charge than transportation, 

but the suggestion did not arouse any interest in club members. 

It waa not expected that this type of club was to stimulate 

curriealua interest; but the sponsor did note that students who 
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sitance in the second year of woodworking; and in addition all 

of the members took more interest in such things as maintenance 

of tools and how to sharpen and 1120 hand tools which they had 

limited opportunity to use in the rezular class work projects. 

Future plans for the Hobby Club show that the club members 

plan to undertake more ambitious programs in line with interests 

already developed. It is planned to purchase a tool set which 

is used to carve and grind various designs. A part of this set 

provides the equipment for making etchings on various materials; 

and a new type of material will be made available to the members 

when sheets and blocks of plastic are purchased by the general 

fund and will be individually purchased as needed by the members. 

Three present members have asked to begin model airplane con- 

struction next year; and though this will be kept simple at 

first, it is hoped that their interest will eventually develop 

into the construction of gas powered models. Inquiry is being 

made of one of the Veteran Rehabilitation Centers in order to 

obtain information on the techniques and types of "ellip carving." 

At least one member has shown extreme interest in this type of 

work; and in consequence of this, all of the available informa- 

tion which the sponsor can obtain will be present for the use of 

this member during the next school year. 
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The Camera. Club 

Proposal of a Camera Club was approved by the faculty, be- 

cause it was felt that here too there were opportunities through 

which the students could learn worthy use of leisure time. 

Though this club would actually be in line with the Hobby Club, 

it was to be in a special field which required special facili- 

ties and members with special interest. In addition to training 

students to better use of leisure the by giving them a hobby, 

this club had the additional advantage of promoting interest 

and training in a. field which did not have regular sources of 

trained personnel to fill the ranks of the profession. Two 

photographers in nearby cities were very enthusiastic over the 

possibilities and offered to hire any club members for part-time 

work while they were still in school; and one offer was made to 

hire a graduate for full-time work in a studio. In addition to 

this advantage of offering the students training In a field not 

covered by the school curriculun, training which would fit them 

for a job, the faculty was of the opinion that a camera club 

would stimulate school spirit and community interest by having 

photos of school activities to aid such developments. 

While there were many possible advantages which could be 

noted, there was no doubt that the major reason the club was 

promoted was because of its possibilities as a hobby. Photog- 

raphy is a respectable hobby or profession, which combines art 

and science in a way that is simple enough for the average per- 
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son to become good at it; yet it has possibilities complex enough 

and fascinating enough to hold individual interest for a life- 

tie. An interesting article along this line of justification 

was written by Tant (15, p. 117-118) in which he stressed the 

fact that photography is an ideal hobby for all ages, as it can 

be pursued the year around and produces tangible endurine evi- 

dence of the effort expanded. Photography is recognized and 

used in all areas of our social and economic life, and having 

this as a hobby removes one of the main handicaps to its wider 

enjoyment; i.e., the inexpensive possibilities of doing enlarge- 

ments alone cuts the cost of an 8" by 10" from one dollar to 

seven cents. 

While the sponsor was an amateur photographer, he had had 

no experience with the organization of a camera club. A letter 

was written to the Public Relation Department of Eastman Kodak, 

Rochester, New York, in the hopes of obtaining this information. 

Full information on organization of a club was obtained by re- 

turn mail through a special department maintained. by Eastman 

Kodak, The Camera Club and School Service. This information was 

contained in a special booklet (16), giving detailed information 

on how to form a club, a model constitution and by-laws, sug- 

gested activities, and detailed information on facilities and 

darkrooms. In addition to this information, many free booklets 

on various phases of photography were Included, and these later 

proved invaluable as reference material for club members. 

Club members examined the model constitution sent them and 
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adopted a constitution patterned on the same lines, with the ob- 

jectives of the club as follows: 

The objectives of this club shall be to foster 
interest in photography among the students of Raymond 
Rural High School, to provide them with a useful as 
well as interesting extra-class activity, to promote 
the exchange of ideas, exhibitions of photographs, and 
contests, and to help improve the photographic work of 
the individual members, and finally, to provide a 
means of keeping a permanent record of the student and 
faculty activities, sports, etc. 

Raymond Camera Club 

In the matter of facilities for such an organization as a 

Camera Club, the school plant was, at first glance, thought 

hopeless. However, after one of the two small supply rooms, 

adjoining the science room on the upper floor of the building, 

was cleared of miscellaneous stored . items a small sink was ex- 
- 

posed. This was the first lead to the sossibilities of the 

supply room as a future darkroom for club use. The south gupnly 

room contained the equipment for laboratory work in science, and 

the north supply room had large shelves on both walls and was 

the one that contained the sink. Both east and west walls of 

this supply roam had been so filled with shelving that only a 

narrow aisle remained in t1ic, riddle of the room for floor space. 

The shelves were not used an completely as possible; and by 

planned allotment of space on the east section of shelvin it 

was found that the west section by the sink cquld be removed 

completely. After removal ,f these shelves, a large portion of 

the room was then available for use as a darkroom, while still 

leaving adequate space for storage of commerce supplies. One 
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cut of a discarded prinary table, at a cost of about two dollars 

for material. This table then extended along the west wall and 

fitted snugly into the sink base. The remainine wall space was 

used for another table, constructed to fill the entire space 

between the sink and the east section of shelvine. A multiple 

wall socket was installed twelve inches above the middle of the 

laree table on the west wall. This was to be the outlet for the 

printer, enlarger, and darkroom light. This supply room and the 

science room were then turned over to the club to use for their 

headquarters during their activity hour. The science room was 

adequate, since it had two large laboratory tables which could 

be used as work space whoa mounting, trimming, and retouching 

work was planned. 

After finding adequate facilities for the club, the next 

problem was that of finding' or buying equipment. It would have 

stopped the organization if the students had had to start all 

purchasing themselves, and to their assistance came an under- 

standing school board. When the problem was brought to their 

attention, the school board approved the use of funds from the 

instructional fund for purposes of purchasing such equipment as 

was thought essential to club activity, although they reque"ted 

that the total sum be kept within fifty dollars if possible. To 

make this amount reach as far as possible, the club spent two 

club meetings discussing the various pieces of equipment that 

might be needed. To obtain ideas on the types and costs of var.- 
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bus pieces, several catalogs had been obtained. The best of 

these was found to be the Montgomery-Ward Catalo on Photographic 

Supplies since the club members could see pictures of the items 

and study their merits and prices. Tbo final choice of materials 

and their costs were as follows: 

1 Developing Outfit 9.45 
1 Bottle Ferrotype Polish .29 

1 Print roller .49 
4 Amber glass bottles (2 quart size) 1.39 

100 Sheets, #1 contact paper .94 

300 Sheets, #2 contact paper 2.82 
300 Sheets, #3 contact paper 2.82 
100 Sheets, #4 contact paper .94 

6 Packages of developer .81 

t19.95 
Postage 1.05 

Total cost $21.00 

The developing outfit included a developing tank, three trays, 

print box, thermometer, two film clips, two pairs of plastic 

ton7s, safelight, blotter book, two packages of developer, 

twenty-five sheets of #2 contact paper, one-half gallon of Hypo, 

and a book on developing processes. The paper ordered was all 

of one size, 2 3/4" by 4 1/2", since this is the most common 

size for contact work and would adapt itself to use with many 

different film sizes. 

After receipt of the print box ordered with the rest of the 

equipment, it was found to be very inconvenient to use; and the 

sponsor sugested that the club build one patterned after an old 

one contained in his personal equipment. This was done as a club 

project, and the finished article compared favorably with the ma- 

chine-made article, was much more convenient to use, and cost 
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only forty.five cents to build. To round out the equipment, the 

club purchased the book "How to Make Pictures", put out by Fast- 

man Kodak, at a cost of seventy-five cents. Thus the total cost 

for all equipment and facilities for the initial organization 

amounted to less than twenty-five dollars. The school board was 

pleased with the economical manner in which the club had solved 

its problems; and the club members were happy with their choice 

of materials with which to work. 

During the first few meetings, the club members discussed 

the use cf a camera, lightin, and good photo composition. The 

sponsor demonstrated the principle of lenses and light waves, 

using light wave equipment and blackboard sketches. After the 

equipment had been ordered, the club spent the intervening time 

constructing the print workspace, installing shelves, and mis- 

cellaneous items in the darkroom. Then the equipment arrived, 

the club members installed the various pieces of equipment and 

made up the solutions for ' ̂ rocessing the films and prints. 

Only one demonstration of the mechanics of film processing was 

necessary, for the intense interest of the club members caused 

them to give the utmost attention to developing and printing 

procedures. The remainder of th. e first semester was devoted 

to developing and printing various pictures which the students 

took. Some of these pictures were pictures which had been taken 

as a group activity, with study of the various factors consider- 

ed important in good photography; others were snapshots which 

the students or their families had taken outside of the school. 
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With the beginning of the second semester, it was tiee to 

consider the addition of an enlarger to the equipment. Tiels 

addition had been discarded as too ambitious an undertaking when 

the club was first organized, sinee the board hesitated about 

dona inz funds for the purchase of such an expensive piece of 

equipment. Especially was this true when they were first ap- 

proached at the time of organization, since they were not sure 

that the club was going to remain in existence. By the second 

semester, it was apparent that the club would. continue in opera- 

tion and that student interest was at a high peake Rather than 

again ask the board for funds, a long-term loan was arranged 

with the athletic department, so that the enlarger could be pur- 

chased immediately. The loan was be repaid by the club as 

the members were paid for such Items as pictures for the an- 

nual, which amounted to a considerable sum, and other photo work 

for the school and students. When It came to the actual choice 

of an enlarger, the sponsor advised tne members to strike a 

happy medium in the price :Lange and te watch out for the need of 

additional Items when making the purchase. The final choice was 

a Federal Tiniarger, Model 279, which had many features to recom- 

mend it to a high school club. Operation of the enlarger was 

simple; the parts were sturdy and gave a maximum amount of range 

for the amount of money invested. The enlarger had good con- 

densers and aperature adjustment. The most important feature 

which was considered, was the fact that this enlarger required 

no additional holorn for the various sizes of film. This had 



been a ma:or handicap in considering the other enlargers in this 

price field, since some of the additional holders cost five dol- 

lars each. A club needs an enlarger which can be used with film 

ranging in size from 35 mm to the 2 by 31 sire, and a good deal 

of money would be invested in equipment if a holder for each 

size were purchased. The total cost of the enlarger and a large 

9" by 11" easel for holding the paper was 60.39. Because the 

possnilities of enlarging wore so vast, the club experimented 

first with small section enlargements; so that small pieces of 

enlarging paper could be used to advantage during the primary 

stages and thus keep the cost per pupil down. Club members 

were required to pay a small fee for the paper used, except in 

those eases where print work was doze for the school or some 

class and a charge was made. The student received one-half of 

this amount for doing the work, the remainder going to the club 

to take care of the enlarger loan. The remainder of the school 

year was spent in training the students how to select portions 

of prints for enlargement, and in giving them experience to 

improve the quality of their enlarginle work. 

The work of the club has stimulated interest in certain of 

the formal courses offered by the school curriculum. Whereas it 

used to be typical to hear a student ask "Do I have to take 

General Science?" or "Do I have to take Physics?", it has de- 

veloped to the point now where members of the club. ask "Then 

can I take General Science, etc.?" This is an active indication 

of how this typo of organization can stimulate interest in one 
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or more phases of the formal ourrieutum. 

It was acknowledged by all concerned that this club had 

proved of value to the members and to the school as dl. Not 

only had the members picked up information on an interesting 

hobby, but one member found the field so interestin7 as to de- 

cide to make it a vocation after school. This student was es- 

pecially adept at enlarging work and showed so much Interest in 

photography that the professional photographer who came to take 

the annual pictures offered the student part-time work immedi- 

ately. Although this could not be arranged, it was possible for 

arrangements to be made for summer work. The school will benefit 

by having a club capable of handling various photogrephic assign- 

ments to stimulate community interest in sports and other school 

activities, and the student body will benefit by having a roup 

trained to assume the duties of photo work next year for the 

senior annual and to fill individual requests. 

Fituro plans for the organization include the above fea- 

tures; and in addition to doin school work, some members have 

asked if they might use the club facilities to earn extra money 

by doing local work for their friends. Since all work now has 

to be taken several miles to turn in to a shop, or mailed out, 

the possibilities of such a function are being, taken into con- 

sideration. 

Because photography offers so many interesting fields of 

specialization, future plans can only be general. It is planned 

to give the members more training in enlarging, teaching them 
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how to do "vignetting" and how to "dodge in" heavy areas. Some 

types of trick photography will be dealt with; and thouh it was 

only mentioned by the sponsor once, the students have shown an 

interest in the art of "tableetoppery." This offers many in- 

teresting possibilities for next year. 

With this increased training and skill in retouching and 

enlargin, it 17 planned to start experimenting with the various 

types of portrait paper and finishing processes. A new process 

soon to be on the market will offer opportunity for the students 

to learn color refinishing in a much more simple and cheap man- 

nor than is now possible. 

At the first of the next school year, a. series of lectures 

with accompanying slides or film-strips will be shown to any new 

members and to the old members, if they desire review. These 

lectures and slides are put out by the Camera Club and School 

Service Department cf 7astman Kodak (16). They are available 

free upon request and include all primary phases of photography, 

together with more advanced treatment as desired. These could 

have been used to coed advantae this year if it had been known 

they existed, eepecially in the case of the "How-To-Do-It" aeries 

of three, includins "aow to Develop a Negative", "How to make a. 

Contact Print", andNow to make an Feelargment." Each of tt4is 

aeries is composed of a short lecture, Which can be given by a 

student member, and a film strip to illustrate techniques cover- 

ed in the lecture. 
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The Radio Club 

This club was accepted and approved by the faculty, because 

it offered a major advantage of training students in a vocation 

which had no regular source of trained personnel. In addition 

to the general advantages which have been mentioned nreieuely, 

several special advantages were potential results of this type 

of club. First, the members would be able to explore an,r spec- 

ial area of interest within the large field of radio, without 

beinc; hampered by the formal curriculum. This exploration vmuld 

in turn tend to stimulate interest in the science phases of the 

formal curriculum; since it was certain that when the members 

came up against various portions of radio theory, they would find 

reason to want to learn more about the principles involved. 

Another advantage was that the members would be in a croup en- 

gaged in like activity and would stimulate each other to new ex- 

ploration and interests. Finally, any student possessing spec- 

ial aptitude for this type of work would have a chance to dis- 

cover the antitude and to develop it. 

Various methods of organizing the club's activity were dis- 

cussed with radio repairmen in surrounding cities. 7ome sug- 

gested a rigorous course with lesson plans for each meeting; 

others suggested making the club a project to teach the Morse 

Code and telegraph communication methods; and still others sug- 

gested erograms so complex that the sponsor could not possibly 

have covered the ground or been prepared to really sponsor the 

club because of inadequate training. It was finally decided that 
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the club nowboro should organize along formal lines in a simple 

manner, for purposes of group action on such matters as milt 

require a club desision, would have a simple constitution, and 

start at the very foundations in theory and construction. 

titer such oranization, the constitution, as finally set up by 

the members, had these goals stated: 

1. To meets tnderstanding of the theory of radio con- 

struction aid Operetion. 

2. To promote interest and skill in radio as a stimulatin47; 

hcbby and a profitable vocation, 

It vas a relatively easy natter to supply facilities for 

the slub since the science room was not used during the activity 

period when the radio club net and this room had two largo lab- 

oratory tables which would be used for construction work. In ad . 

dltion, the south supply room had adequate shelving for the 

Storage of adio mAteri ls and equipment, once accumulated debris 

was cleared out. Beside this advantage, the science room was 

the only room, other than the hc me. economies and woodshop, Which 

bad wall outlets to which the solCering irons could be attached. 

Sinze the home economics roam had no storage space and did not 

lend itself to use as a radio clubroom, and the woodsbop was 

used during the radio erio;1, the science room was the only 

logical seleetion. 

Choice of equipment was a difficult problem to meet. The 

school board again Cams fcmard with an offer to divert fifty 

dollars for use in'gurchasing tools for the alub. Uowever, the 



sponsor was hesitant to purchase hand tools until the club mem- 

bership had become fairly stable. While the membership was in 

a state of flux, the sponsor talked with several radio repairmen 

with a view to ostablishinc which tools were an absolute neces- 

sity in a high school club. The tools finally decided on were 

as 110w s: 

&mall-nosed Drake solder iron $ 2.35 

6" long-nosed Kranter pliers 2.50 

6" Kranter cutting pliers 

10" insulated screw driver 

Solder and solder paste 

2.15 

.75 

1.90 (This was enough 
for all) 
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A great deal of money had been saved by waiting for the member- 

ship to become fixed before pr sin; tools. 1even boys signed 

up for the club at first; but when they were to1c that the club 

would moan work and the expenditure et some money, seven boys 

dropped out of the club, leaving four inter,sted members. So, 

four sets of tools were ordered, at a total cost of , 2.90. It 

was decided that purchase of equipment, other than the hand 

tools, would be unnecessary until it was seen that the club 

would be a permanent organizatioll. 

While discussinz the organization of the club and selection 

of tools with the various radio repairmen, the sponsor had asked 

for any old radios which could be sold for a small charge. Ten 

radios were picked up before the club was formally organi7,d and 

the cost :or all ten totalled only 2.50. These ten radios then 

formed the basis of material from which it was planned to salvne 
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parts while teaching the students to identify the various parts 

and to chock on methods of connectinj; these parts. During the 

year, more such radio sets were obtained by the members at var- 

ious prices, none of the sets costing more than one dollar com- 

lete. 

Activity of the club was first organized with a series of 

lectures on radio theory. This was done in simple fashion to 

acquaint the students with fundamentals which they would contact 

during the first year. To supplement these lectures, a series 

of five films were obtained through two agencies; three from 

Association Films (9), on the theories and uses behind the elec- 

tron, the vacuum tube, and transmitting and receiving radio sig- 

nals; the remaining two films were obtained from the Department 

of Comerce, through a branch office in Kansas City, Missouri; 

these dealt with the technique of code sending and receiving, and 

the theory and method of such communication. These last two 

were excellent films, but did not arouse any interest of lasting 

importance in any of the club members. It was felt that the 

films in general had been scheduled for the wrong time of the 

year, since they came within two months after inauguration of 

the club; and the members had not had any opportunity to run up 

against questions on the topics dealt with in the films. Conse- 

quently, they got little out of the films, and the entire concept 

had to be dealt with again in club periods later in the year. If 

these films had been scheduled for the first oart of the second 

semester, it is felt that much more good would have been gained 

through their use. 
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After the films and lectures were completed, the club mem- 

brrs started, to salvage radio parts from the ten radios previous . 

ly obtained. Small storage bins were *Destructed to flt the 

shelves in the south supply rom. into these Small is went 

the small parts salvaged by each club member. Since it was 

necessary to store the parte corre-tly, this made It necessar7 

for the fembors to learn the color code for parts no labeled and 

to learn to identify the different types of condensers, reeletors, 

etc. Parts which were known. to be completely obsolete or ern 

marked were discarded tageOiately to reduce the storage space 

required. 

After salvage operations bad been complete, the club mom. 

born wore outer to start on construction work. To start the 

program of construction as Oboaply an simply as possible, it 

was decided to begin with crystal sets using headphOnes, Thou 

these were not true radios, they did demonstrate certain funda- 

mentals which were thout impo tent, Furthermore, the entire 

cost of each set, complete with headphones, came to Cl.65 for 

each member. The headphones were surplus from the armed rorvices 

end were in good shape. The sets were constructed, and the 

bore were able to pick up stations within a fifty mile radius. 

The very inadequacy of these eete, in selection and volume, nada 

a esrfect epringhoard for the sponsor to demonstrate why the 

crystal sets wore inadequate an0 just what a more complex set, 
using one or two vacuum tubes, had to offer in the way of better 

reception. The best source of material on sets, ranging all the 
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way from oneetubc aid head -t receivers to eight-tube super- 

heterodyne receivere, wae eoatained in one of two books in a 

set called the "Radio Library", published by Popular Science 

Publishing Company, 353 Fourth. Avenue, New York 10, New York. 

The complete set cost $2.90 and was well worth the price, in 

view of the plans and diagrams presented. Though there are 

doubtless other books, this was the only set found by the spon- 

sor which offered progressive stages of radio construction in 

fairly complete detail, yet sisple enough to be understood by 

the average high school student. To assist the students and 

spoasor further in research natters and choice of material, the 

club purchased the American Radio Amateurs Handbook through the 

Amateur Radio Equipment Company, 1215 East Douglas, Wichita, 

Kansas at a cost of 2.00. This volume contains complete Infor- 

mation on theory and practice in radio work, plus much detailed 

information on tube uses and various circuits. 

This primary phase of construction meved very slowly at 

first, since the members were undecided as to what they really 

wanted to construct. Discussion of the possiSilities and costs 

of the various sets was felt to be an ispertent lesson for tile 

members; so they were not in.this natter. Once the de- 

cision was made to start on construction of a simple two-tube 

headphone set activity reached a peak quickly. Club members, 

wor7eing individually, constructed "circuit checkers" at a coat 

of fifteen cents; and these proved adequate to check the con- 

densers which had been salvaged. The checkers were made by con- 



necting two flashlight batteries in series, with one lead 

soldered to the bulb and then continued to a flexible wire 

soldered to a tube socket "jack. The lead coming from the base 

of the primary cell was likewise connecte to a flexible wire 

and jack; and when the two jacks were touched to the terminale 

of a condenser which was shorted internally, the direct current 

would pass through and allow the bulb to light. I' cone 

denser were in working order, the direct current would be stop - 

pod and the bulb would not glow. 

Though time was lacking to finish the twosstube sate it was 

noted that club activity had done much to atimulat interest in 

certain of the formal courses offered by the sonool notably in 

the science field. The members vere eager for the next year of 

school, at Which time they could take goner al science and under- 

take activity in fields related to electricity and magnetism. 

The most strikin benefit was noted in the attitudes of the mem- 

bers regardinet their selis.expreselon and general interest fl e the 

school as an activity of which they were a part. One student 

in particular achieved a great deal of suecess in the radio club; 

and this student gained so much confidence from thie that the 

instructors in the school noted an increasing participation in 

class discussions and in the students ability for selfeexpres- 

sloe, IS for no other reason than this, the radio clu,e had been 

a success; for this particular student had been considered a 

problem earlier in the school year, because of his shyness and 

lack of confidence which kept him from participating in and be- 
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1onpin c7, to any student group. 

Future plans for the club are varied, according to the in- 

terests of the members. More equipment will be ourchased, be- 

cause it is now becoming necessary to advanced work; and the 

club has demonstrated its Permanence. The first piece of equip- 

ment will be a Volt-Ohm Meter, used to check the condition of 

various parts of a radio set. It is hoped that ties club will 

eventually possess a tube tester; so that the students will be 

able to cull out eeed tubes when doing salvoze work and to check 

tubes when sets are beine repaired. More advanced sets will be 

undertaken, at rates to be determined by each member's pro- 

ficiency in construction. Plans are also being considered for 

the construction of a two-way audio system for tetercommunica- 

tion purposes between some of the rooms of the scheol, though 

this will be used only if individual construction is halted by 

lack of funds. One member plans to specialize in "trouble 

shooting", since he has been offered employment by a radio shop 

in a nearby city after graduation.. 

Publications 

The only publication which had been maintained by the 

school was the Senior Annual. This was of the historical type, 

presenting the events of the year, though stressing Senior Class 

activities, will, etc. For, one or more reasons, interest in the 

annual had gone downhill. The previous annual had been distrib- 

uted one week after the close of school, had sold very few cop- 
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lee, and had brought a deficit to the class sponsoring it. The 

faculty was of the opinion that much benefit could be derived 

from a senior annual; but that steps would have to be taken to 

brin this phase of student activity to its proper place in the 

year's program. The apparently haphazard manner of production 

could not be continued, if the annual were to act as a public 

relations factor and stimulate school spIrit and pride. 

Once it was decided to continue with the practice of issuing 

a senior annual, the faculty pledged its cooperation in helping 

to stimulate student contributions and interest. Since the main 

responsibilitl, was to be left in the hands of the senior class 

sponsor, the faculty made no specific plans for its make-up but 

did volunteer Ideas for improvement. It was agreed by the staff 

that the three followin qualities 

tion: 

ero desired in the publica- 

1. Originality in every possible phase of publication. 

2. The annual was to represent all clubs and groups of 

students. 

3. The annual was to be the concerted effort of the stu- 

dent body. 

3tudy of the situation indicated that finances had been at 

the root of the difficulty; and research by the sponsor and ad- 

ministrator brought to ligbt certain points which seemed to sub- 

stantiate this view and explain why the annual had become such a 

mediocre production. Past administrators had shied away from 

undertaking the annual as a profit making enterprise, because of 



time difficulties in obtaining advertisements in sufficient 

quantities to pay the costs of publication and covers. In. at- 

teneeting to avoid such deficits, they had contracted for the 

work to be done by companies who specialize in publishing a 

mall number of annuals in return for all of the advertising 

money. This in turn had voided considerable student interest, 

because the students felt that they were not so va to make any 

profit from the enterprise to justify the outlay of considerable 

time, and effort. It was unfortunate that this mercenary aspect 

had gained such headway, since this meant that the students, to 

be dealt with for the present publication, were well indoctria 

mated in Vets same type of philosophy. 

Telle it was not the Intention of the sponsor or adminis- 

trator to make the annual a source of large income, it was felt, 

that if the student body could realize same definite profit from 

the undertaking, they woull take a greater interest in its prep- 

aration. The problea then revealed was to find some way to re- 

alize a probable profit in sufficient ouantit, to justify chang- 

in the methods and continuing in produotion. Inquiry among the 

students showed that the company contracting for the work in the 

past gad done so in exchange for all advertising money and had 

sent in "high pressure" salesmen to represent the school in col- 

lecting advertisements. These salesmen, over a period of three 

years for which records could be found, had collected an average 

of .165.00 with one day spent in the territory. It was agreed 

that, if these salesmen could collect such a sum in only one 
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day, student solicitation over a longer period would result in 

equal or greater returns. In addition to this, it was the 

opinion of the administrator and sponsor that such a practi 

as having salesmen from the company solicit advertisements did 

very little to assist in establishing good public relations with 

the business men of the vicinity. Often those salesmen placed 

the merchants in a position in which they felt that they had to 

contribute; but unwillingly, and those individuals wore conse 

quently antagonized. The salesmen were interested only in the 

&mounts they could collect In as short a time ao possible; where- 

as the school authorities would wish the collections made in a 

manner conducive to friendly future relations. A further short- 

coming of this past method was disclosed when inquiry among ad- 

ministrators in the area revealed a potential danger which had 

damaged at least one administrators reputation. The danger 

was that, after the salesmen left, the only record the adminis- 

trator had been given was a typewritten Sheet, listilv the con- 

tributors. The absence of receipts made it difficult to explain 

Clore the money had gone, what had been obtained for the money 

paid, etc. This one administrator had lost his position and had 

to leave under suspicion in the community that he had used some 

of the advertising money for his own purposes. It was agreed by 

all concerned that the possibilities of such an occurrence were 

to be avoided; and sInce the responsibility for the money rested 

with the administrator and the sponsor, regardless of the method 

used, then it would be to their advantage to actually see tc such 
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collections and deposit the funds in the activity fund. 

This decision did not resolve the problem, since it was 

then necessary to seek a company which would publish a limited 

number of annuals for the school at a reasonable rate so that a 

profit could be made. such a company was found, and, in re- 

sponse to a request, a representative of the Inter-Colleelate 

Press, 615 Wyandotte Street, Kansas City, Missouri, called on 

the school. This company specializes in publishing annuals for 

small enrollment schools at a set rate, determined by the type 

of cover chosen by the class sponsoring the annual. Stimulated 

by the faculty's interest in the matter, the students chose a 

plan which gave them one hundred annuals for 1;165.00, with the 

addltional option of converting fifty of these to a more expen- 

sive type of cover if the advortieing collections justified 

such action. One reason that It was hoped such a decision could 

be made was that the special cover would encourage student pride 

and interest in the annual. 

Upon receipt of the material for composine; the pages of the 

annual, which was to be processed by the "off-set" method, the 

students of the sponsoring class were ready to start soliciting 

advertisiree. To assist the students in their project and build 

student interest for the following year, the administrator and 

sponsor decided tent at least one would go with the student' in 

all soliciting. This was also done to lend credence to the fact 

that the students were actually sponsoring an annual and were 

authorized solicitors. Printed. advertisement contract books 



were supplied by the company, and these were in duplicate so that 

each advertiser received a copy as a receipt of payment for the 

advertisement. The students were 'ivon a short talk on courtesy 

as representatives of the school and were instructed in the funda- 

mentals of salesmanship to increase their chances of selling ad- 

vertising. The first day of collection showed tctal returns of 

65.00; the next day's soliciting showed. $55.00; and by the time 

that the potential area had been fairly well covered, the total 

returns were 308.00. 

This total amount then justified senior class action re- 

garding a choice of more expensive covers. They voted to obtain 

an unusually novel cover, having a special cut of the "Bulldog" 

mascot of the high school in the school colors on annealed felt. 

The other fifty annuals were to have the regular pressed naper 

covers. This meant an additional expense of $55.00 in the orig- 

inal publishing costs. The fact that the students could not 

plan to sell more than fifty of the more costly annuals left the 

other fifty as a bonus to be given plausible consideration. The 

suggestion was made that these be given to advertisers to pave 

the way for better relations and better sales of advertising the 

following year. 

Advertisers rates were kept as reasonable as possible, in 

comparison with other school rates in the area. Rates were as 

follows? eighth-page ads - $3.00; quarter-page - t5.00; half- 

page - t7.50; and full page ads - 12.00. One excellent sugges- 

tion made later which resulted in the saving of several dollars 
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for additional copy pages, and the collection of :!7:,37.60 for ad- 

ditional advertisements, was that the local merchants would like 

some special type of arrangement of their advertisements; same 

thing to give them a prior claim to attention over the advertise 

rents of their distant competitors. To offer something special, 

it was suggested that the local merchants sponsor each class and 

activity page, for some reasonable rate for the full page. This 

arrangement waa offered to the local merchants, givins them a 

"by-line" at the bottom of each such nage, at a set rate of 

$7.50 per page. Several merchaats in the village took such an 

advertisement, and the business manager was thus able to show an 

increased revenue without increase in the number of pages n 

fo the annual. 

eled 

In the meantime, work was being pushed on the various page 

projects for the body of the annual. Each class was given Its 

own page to compose, and various students ware made reporters for 

the different non-class sections. Because of the tremendous: 

amount of time which would have been involved in setting up each 

of the advertising pages, a suggestion was made to contact the 

various job printers In the area and receive quotations ftr costs 

of setting up the dummy pages and runninu off the page to be 

sent in for the off-set work. One printer was found who would 

set up the entire page and run off the work for a flat rate of 

A e2.00 per page. This was accepted, since the amount of hand 

work necessary was tremendous in view of the few students avail- 

able for such work; and in addition, the pages would have that 
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professional look, with which the advertisers would be pleased. 

The printer was also asked to run off a fee extra pages of each 

dvertisement; so that the students would, 5n following years, 

be able to use the same cuts for their dureay pages if they sold 

to the same firms. This would result in no additional cost to 

the and a considerable savina, in time. Most printers would do 

this little bit of extra work for little or no extra charge, 

which was the case here. The final cost of having this adver- 

tising lay-out run cif by the printer was p22.00, whicl, was felt 

to be extremely reasonable. Of course, these decisions had been 

held off until It was seen that the soliciting was go na to Live 

a definite profit and that, for good future public relations, 

such additional items could be included in the Ludget. 

Te number cf pages in the annual were limited to twenty- 

seven by the contract, and it was found that this would not be 

enoaah, Incense of the number of activity pages included for the 

first time in this annual. To have obtained the extra pages 

fram the company by the off.--set nethod would have leant paying 

the company an additional fee of i6.50 per page. This was 

avoided by purchasing blank pas, with the border already ap- 

plied, at a cost of 0.50 per 1,000 pages. Then these blank 

pages were taken to the printer who was setting up the adver- 

tizement page. Thus the business manager obtained six additional 

pares in the annual, which would have cost 430.50 from the cora- 

pany, for a total extra nest of tb.70. This difference thus was 

an indirect profit to the sponsoring class. 
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Each club and class was asked to pay photography charges 

fel, the picture placed in the Senior Annual. This cost was held 

to exactly what the photo7rapher charged, there being no extra 

fee for inclusion in the annual. This cost for photography will 

be cut considerably in the next annual, since the Camera Club 

now possesses an enlarger capable of doing good work. Not only 

will the cost be lees, but the club will still make enough over 

a two-year-period to repay the athletic department for the en- 

larger loan. 

One thing stressed at all times during the composition of 

the annual was that there was a definite deadline to be met, in 

order that the annual could be distributed before school was out. 

The deadline was set as the last week. in March, since this al- 

lowed ample time for the annuals to be completed and returned 

and still was late enough so that pictures of the various activi- 

ties in the early spring could be included. This deadline was 

strictly adhered to, with the result that the composition pages 

went to the presses and returned in ample tine for distribution. 

When the finished work was returned by the company, the .ivele 

staff pitched in to assemble the pages in correct order and in- 

sert them in the covers. 

Right after the deadline for completion of copy, th..c senior 

class started its subscription drive. To assist the students 

in this, Inter-Collegiate prnss sent a special copy of the 

"Bulldog" mascot on felt as it would appear on the cover of the 

annual. This was in a beautiful frame and was immediately placed 
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in a place of honor in the main corridor of the school building. 

The novelty of the cover no doubt assisted the sale of annuals, 

since every student in the school purchased the better grade of 

annual; and the final count showed that the staff had disposed 

of over thirty of these better annuals at a price of '!41.50 each. 

Students who had given little attention to the annual and 

its possibilities, before this time, now became interested when 

they heard the senior class planning a longer trip because of 

the proceeds from the annual. The junior class went so far as 

to sign for the same contract and completed one page during May 

for the next year's annual, thereby gaining a free page under a 

bonus offer of the Inter-Collegiate Press. 

Because so many new items of expense were introduced in 

the aaroduction of the annual, innovations without precedent, no 

budget could be made out and adhered to, prior to publication. 

The final accounting of expenses, revenue from advertisements, 

and final proceeds, is as follows: 

Expenses: 

Original contract, 100 annuals $, 165.00 
Additional contract, 50 deluxe covers 55.00 
Total printing costs; 17 pages - 34.00 
Blank copy pages; 1,000 - $9.50 9.50 
Typewriter ribbon 1.00 

Total cost t 264.50 
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Revenue 

10 halfepage advertisements - $7.50 $ 75.00 
38 quarter-page advertisements . $5.00 190.00 
14 eighth-page advertisements . 3.00 42.00 
5 "by-line" advertisements - $7.50 37.50 

32 annuals e 1.50 48.00 

Total revenue t 392.50 

Less total cost 264,50 

Net proceeds $ 128.00 

Though the staff knew that the publication, had many possi- 

bilities for improvementlit was the general feeling that steps 

had benn taken in the right direction and much good gained for 

the school and student body. The project had taken much ad- 

ditional time on the part of the staff, the sponsor, and the 

administrator, but the finished product seemed to jus efy all 

Of the effort. In addition to which, the senior class was able 

to plan a better trip with the additional funds that they gained 

through sponsoring the annual. Actually the amount of profit 

could have been larger; but the students were overwhelmed by the 

amount of money they collected and seemed to lose their original 

drive once they saw that they had indeed passed the necessary 

figure for paying publishing costs. They could have been stimu- 

lated or asked to work harder at that stage; but they had come 

so far from the previous attitudes that the faculty did not want 

to give any of the students the Impression that they were being 

driven. This preyed, to be an advantage later; in that the next 

year's sponsoring, class saw where opportunities had been missed 

and promised that they would certainly exceed the records set by 
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the previous group when their turn came. This timely stimula- 

tion through competition was what had been wanted by the faculty 

for future classes; and thus throual the additional effort of 

this year much groundwork bed been laid for the future. 

Future plans for the annual are still in their infancy as 

to further taprovements; out one suggestion which will be tried 

in that of having a "signature page", which will be devoted to 

sianatures of interestel people in the conmunity who have no 

busiless or product to advertise but who wish to be included in 

the activities of the annual. The page will be titled "sponsors 

of Youth"; and the solicitors will be instuctied that any dona- 

tion will be accepted at tile of sianina. This idea is not 

orieinal with Raymond, since it was tried by anotner school not 

far from Raymond, and the page resulted in the collection of over 

100,00. 

:lore trick photography will be included as the Camera Club 

aler:bers gain in shill and imagination, since this always appeals 

to the student members and gives a tremendous boost to the club 

members whole work is chosen. 

Finally, It is planned to have a special event for distri- 

bution of the annual. This will probably be in the nature of a 

"Signature Dance." This will abolish the excitement which die- 

runts the normal school day as soon as annuals are distributed, 

or at least will place it out of school time. 
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Athletics 

Though athletics receives credit toward graduation and 

therefore is different from the other activities discussed pre- 

viously, it has been handled, traditionally, in a manner ether 

than the formal class method. The fact that it receives credit 

does not imply that it is no longer of an extra-class nature; 

and for this reason it will, be included in this report. 

Much of the groundwork for a comprehensive athletic program 

had already been laid by the instructor who preceded the present 

coach on the staff. The school was a. member of the Kansan State 

Hieh School Activities Association and was also a member of an 

eight-team league composed of class "B" hiah schools. The tech- 

nicalities of competitive membership had thereby been accomplish- 

ed. The staff aareed with the coaches determination that the re- 

quirement of such membership were to be strictly adhered to, 

since the ideals and values of aood athletics were to be the 

major field of endeavor in this phase of the activity aroaram. 

In that the school was snail, there was a limited area of 

development in inter-scholastic athletics. In consequence the 

vallaes discussed as a part of the "big picture" hinged about 

coapetitive athletic'. The staff knew that much could be done 

with Individual and school attitudes toward the general athletic 

picture, if there were any grounds in past performance reports. 

It was understood that competitive athletics were very much in 

the public eye and too much attention was given to the "Won and 
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Lost" column, Though major responsibdlity for the team members 

and their attitudes toward athletics was given the coach, it was 

stressed to the staff that they could do much to bettor the 

school spirit by working in the classes, whenever opportunity 

arose, to stimulate proper student attitudes. 

Through personal example and talks to the team members be- 

fore and after games, the coach accomplished much toward reali- 

zation of the values of competitive sports. Team-work was 

stressed and proven. to work in harmony with the best interests 

of all concerned. The principles of school and team loyalty, 

cooperation, and self-control were discussed by various individ- 

uals at the four "pep" meetings during the first semester. The 

proper attitudes for spectators were discussed. in faculty meet- 

ings and then were discussed in home-room meetings of the indi- 

vidual classes; so that word of such discussion would get to 

those who would be spectators at many of the games. 

The faculty stressed the point that school contests are 

"with", not "'against" the other schools. The coach stressed the 

values of athletics to the parents and the other citizens of the 

conssunity as being training in skilled leadership and learning 

mentally stLsallating and socially satisfying activities which in 

turn develop good habits, recreational skills, and health knowl- 

edge, 

a result of this effort a tremendous difference was 

noteQ in the students after just a fey weeks. This difference 

was noticed especially by visitors at athletic events and by 



hoots when the Raymond teas went on trips; and comments were 

extremely favorable. This changed attitude on the part of the 

students soon resulted in a changed attitude on the part of the 

local "sports", who had previously given vent to their feelings 

with anything that came to mind. A few warnings that such dis- 

orderly conduct, drinking, or visible betting would result in 

expuleich from the school ground e pat a noticeable damper on 

the so activities, which lead been part and pared of the athletic 

picture for years. There was a good deal of '2;rymbling about the 

ruling, but the thinking individuals of the eaminnity wore com- 

pletely in favor of the idea. This, coupled with obvious student 

disapproval of such actions, made friendly relations with of- 

ficials and other towns more of a possibility. 

Now that all three major sport seasons have passed., the 

steff is of the opinion that much Improvement has been accom- 

pliqhed. Students are better hosts to visitiree teams, and have 

behaved well when guoats at other schools. The team members 

seem to have a better idea of the role which athistics should 

play in school life; i.e., friendly competition to be carried on 

by members who wish to win, but not at the expense of their 

ideals of fair play. The audience attitude has been vastly im- 

proved, and this has in turn affected the attitudes previously 

held by towns who play in the same athletic league. All of this 

has led to new understanding of what sportmanship and the possi- 

bilities of true athletic competition can mean to a =all group 

of students. 



An indication of this new spirit was given the faculty 

when the students voted, without pressure, to pay one-half of 

the cost of a new n300.00 T7mnastum clock out of the athletic 

fund which is usually reserved for the athletic letters, etc. 

These procedures will be continued in the future. It is 

also planned to continue the practice started by the present 

coach of having one of the handicapped students act as "trainer." 

This student was instructed in first aid, treatment, massage, and 

heat lamp treatments and was given complete charge of the equip- 

ment room. by using tne services of this student, to issue 

equipment through a panel in the equipment room door and keep 

it in order in the cabinets built there, losses were cut to a 

minimum. The important value of this was that the handicapped 

student was made a responsible part of the athletic prop.,ram, 

gained a sense of belonging and of responsibility, and will 

eventually 5letter5 bec8.use of his services. 

sic 

The music phase of education, like athletics, has tra- 

ditionally been handled in a manner somewhat different from the 

formal curriculum. It is for this reason that attention will be 

given this phase of the program in this report. The music phase 

assists in the realization of values and advantages of the extra- 

class activity program and offers possibilities of training in 

some of the aspects untouched by the formal offerings. 

Since the program which had been set up for the music de- 
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high school staff felt that it could not have much to say about 

those phases given completely to the elementary grade. However, 

the music instructor met eacb week with the high school faculty 

at the faculty meetings and made suggestions and plans. 

To improve the possibility of realizing some of the social 

advantages of a music program, the administrator and musics 

supervisor planned a series of trips to neighboring schools to 

present concerts and programs. The staff cooperated completely 

in this matter, arranging the work in the classrooms to allow 

for absences by orchestra members. Arrangements were made for 

return programs by the schools visited, in an attempt to build 

friendly relations, and to develop interest and appreciation of 

the arts. Proper audience attitudes were developed in the stu- 

dent audiences, and this in turn assisted in the improvement of 

attitudes of such mixed audiences as observed during various 

programs throughout the school year, 

One helpful result of these programs given by other scheols 

and by the local school orchestra and its members was that this 

did much to break down student reluctance to present assembly 

programs on a student-sponsored basis. 

For a long time there had been no local organization to 

asnist and back the music department; but this past year has 

seen the organization of the "Orchestra 3oostercs Club" which 

is patterned after the Parent-Teachers Association, This group 

meets once a month with a music prose. em given by beginning stu- 
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dents. This plan gives the beginning students an opportunity 

to perform before a sympathetic and friendly group and increases 

their interest in making a good showing before joining the or- 

chestra. During these meetings, the plans of the music depart- 

ment are outlined by the music supervisor, and discussion helps 

to bring about an understanding of the program. There has been 

organized a summer music program which, like the school orches- 

tra, is financed completely by the school district. This summer 

music program will be primarily for beginning students; so that 

they will be able to join the regular groups at the beginning of 

the fall term of school. 

Under the sponsorship of the same league of schools making 

up the athletic competition there is held a Music Festivel with 

masaed bands, orchestra, and choral groups. Under the league's 

supervision, various members of college faculties are obtained 

as visiting judges, and these make tours of all member schools 

to observe instrumental and choral work. This giver the In- 

structor and the students the benefit of suggestions by capable 

judges. 

Though the music program is fairly well developed in the 

instrumental lines, since private instruction is given all Btu- 

dents who ask for it, it Nis long been noticed, that there should 

be more cf a variety of musical offerings. To assist in the re- 

alization of this, the one teacher replacement necessary for next 

year has been employed with the understanding that a part of her 

duties will be the organization and direction of a choral group. 
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The training and willingness of the replacement was taken into 

consideration at the time of ftsterview. Once the replacement 

was signed., action was inassurated to stimulate student interest 

in the possibilities of such an organization. Ilany of the stu- 

dents have already made known their decision to join immediately. 

This type of organization will give more variety in type of 

music than was previously possible through the orchestra. There 

will be considerable time given to semisclaseical and popular 

numbers, in an attempt to gradually give an "innsr education" in 

music appreciation and understanding. This will be necessary to 

counteract the unfavorable insression left by the present music 

teacher's reluctance to have more light music in the proposed 

listener's club, and thus it le hoped to eventually activate 

such an organization. 

School Trips 

Little was done in this phase so far as the clubs were con- 

cerned. The Csmera Club traveled to a commercial studio in a 

nearby city and spent some time in a guided tour of its facili- 

ties for the various phases of modern photography. The Dra- 

matics Club traveled to a nearby city for a league competition 

and then to Wichita for the district competition. These trips 

did assist the members to observe other types and grades of 

achievement and thus stimulated them to more activity. 

In connection with the formal curriculum, however, much 

more was done. The geometry class traveled a good deal about the 
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district, getting data for use in the classroom work. The gov- 

ernment class visited a courtroom for one type of trial at 

Hutchinson and attended a different type at Lyons. The com- 

merce class went through the international Business Machine of- 

fice at Wichita for a guided tour on the new types of commercial 

machines. A visit was then made to the local bank, and a two- 

hour demonstration of modern bankinG methods was iven by the 

local banker and his staff. Orchestra students traveled to 

Great Bend, Lyons, and Hutchinson for concerts under the Civic 

Music Association, in addition to their program trips. The 

biology class traveled to McPherson College And went throu3h the 

science rooms and museum. 

7.,inee thin was the first time that; field trip :14 had been 

used in t7ao school, it was diffioult to make contacts for trips 

which had samethin"; worthwhile to offer. More of these trips 

are planned for next year, now that contacts have been made, and 

new offers have come in. The students gained much practical in. 

formation about the types of industries and activity in their 

locality, and thus their formal work was made more real to them. 

Finances 

Ones the program had been set up and put into operation, 

the administrator and commerce teacher gave attention to the ac- 

counting system to be used. Complete or2;anization of the man- 

agement of the extra-class activity finances was necessary. 

S.uch funds as had been collected from athletic and class events 
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in tee past were kept in a separate funj at the local bank; but 

the only school record kept of these transactions was in one 

large ledger which apparently had not been tae responsibility of 

any one individual. The book had never been audited; and a check 

of the records showed that the balance on the ledger was several 

dollars beyond the eankts baleece and had been so for over two 

years. 

The administrator ana cemeerce teacher were of the opinion 

that the mcral issues involved were greater than any possible 

money losses; and that consequently, the system to be set up 

should create confidence and assurance that all transactions in- 

volving the handling of activity funds were honestly and ef- 

ficiently carried out. It was agreed that the system set up 

should safeguard the name of the school, the faculty, an the 

students who handled activity funds by establishing counter- 

checks and allowing full supervision of every phase. One main 

object of the system would be to teach students financial integ- 

rity; and it was felt that this could best be done by requiring 

adequate records. If a student treasurer were taught the best 

methods of handling funds, he would not only be taught financial 

integrity but would be guarded against any stigma on his reputa- 

tion which might arise due to carelessness or unfriendly sus- 

picion. In turn, the school and the individual organizations, 

would got the value of protection. Adequate records would guard 

the organizations against the misuse of their funds. Officials 

of student organizations would receive maximum protection against 
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embarrassing situations which miht arise with inadequate rec- 

ords and carelessness. The sponsors and administrator would 

receive the same protection, and disagreeable situations would 

thereby be minimized. The possibilities of danger and grief 

were given consideration in the reference book by Dr. Fretwell 

(1, r. 444-454), and substantiated the decisions oi tee adminis- 

trator and commerce teacher. Values to the student resulting 

from adequate records and supervision were given special atten- 

tion by Dr. McKown (2, p. 547-549). 

A sound central system is a value to the program in that 

the continuity of the financial phase of the extra-class activ- 

ity program is not broken. There is no question or records from 

year to year, because the same general system prevails ann the 

accounting system is permanent. This facilitates change-over in 

personnel and the ease with hi&; new student treasurers would 

assume their duties. The administrator knew that this would 

have much of value for his position, because it would conserve 

has time by protecting him against the ceaseless detail which a 

decentralized program and his responsibilities would otherwise 

make necessary. Though the administrator would still be respon- 

sible, he would be able to make an accurate check at any time 

with a minimum of effort; and auditing would be made more simple 

by having a general plan which all organizations would have to 

follow. The administrator was also interested in the value 

w'rich good plan would nave in regard to preserving good public 

relations. By minimizing the possibility or wasted funds and 
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embarrassing incidents, unfavorable criticism would be avoided. 

Also, the merchants would receive regular payment of their bills, 

which had not been the case previously and which had resulted in 

rather strained relations in the east. 

Not only would elevenle. eractices in school finances en- 

courage suspicion and distrust, but such practices would strike 

at the very advantage which the staff hoped to promote through 

the accounting procedure. This advantage was to train the stu- 

dents and the staff in the proper handling of public money. Not 

only would such experience help fit the students for jobs, but 

it would enable them to organize their own lives better. With 

the preparation and maintenance of a sound business system, the 

school would be teaching the students by the best possible meth- 

ods of education; i.e., by example and by action. Record keeping 

takes on new meaning when any differences represent actual money 

that must be accounted for at the expense of concentrated effort 

instead of the mere concession of a point or two in the mark on 

a bookkeeping exercise. Also, new meaning, is given, to the ad- 

vantage of clear records, when the records are of actual trans- 

actions in which a group is interested. and when it is made evi- 

dent that the records must be clear and understandable to others 

who have an interest in the transactions recorded and have a 

right to seek access to the books. Many of the values of such 

business education for the student were mentioned by Dr. Frotwell 

(1, p. 463-474). 

After a good deal of study of methods advioed by other 

schools and authors, the .lan set up by the administrator and 
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commerce teacher was a centralized system to be onerated as fol- 

lows: 

The old, ledger sums were reconciled with the bank balance 

then in effect, and such adjustments made as were found necessary. 

The old ledger was then closed, and a new master ledger opened 

with the accounts in full agreement with the bank balance. The 

new master account was to be the complete responsibility of the 

commerce teacher, would be open to inspection by any interested 

party at any time, and would be audited periodically. A sample 

sheet from the ledger is on cage 130 of the Appendix. These 

sheets were obtained from School. Specialty Supply, Selina, Kan- 

sas. The master balance was to show complete agreement witu the 

bank balance eith each deposit or withdrawal, once adjustment 

had been. made for outstanding checks. For each deposit nude in 

the local bank, a numbered deposit slip number was to be entered 

in the nroper space for each such entry. Likewise, each chock 

was to be numbered and its stub retained in. the permanent check 

book, and the check number entered in its proper space for each 

such entry. The bank deposit was to be broken down upon entry 

in the ledger, showing the exact portion to be credited to each 

dEroosittee organization. With each such change in the muster 

balance, a like entry was to bo mode in the proper column for 

the organization concerned; each column totaled; and the proper 

credit or debit carried over to each euccoeding page of the 

master ledger. 

To supplement this master ledger, ch club and clash treas- 
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urer was to maintain a simple ledger with reference only to the 

funds of that particular organization. These ledgers were to 

show deposits an withdrawals in their proper places, together 

with the numbn of the activity tuna deposit slip given the 

student-treasurer by the commerce teacher for each deposit, and 

the number of the club authorization for each withdrawal. These 

student ledgers were to be audited by the commerce teacher once 

each month. 

When a deposit was to be made, the teacher-treasurer made 

out a regular deposit form, in duplicate, the criginal of which 

given to the student-treasurer, and the duplicate kept in 

the deposit form book as a record of the transaction for the 

teacher. This deposit slip had spaces for the date, number, 

etc., and was signed by the teacher-treasurer. The student re- 

tained the original deposit slip in an envelope, glued to the 

back pae.,e of the organization ledger, and made an entry of the 

deposit slip number and amount of deposit in the proper places 

in the organization ledger. A sample of these deposit slips is 

shown on page 131 of the Appendix. 

Then a bill was to be paid, the student-treasurer made out 

an authorization for the teacher-treasurer to pay such a bill by 

check. To give the students as complete an analogy to the ac- 

tual writing of a check, for experience, special forms were ob- 

tained which were very similar to the real check finally written 

by the teacher-treasurer. A copy of this form, together with 

its stub, is attached on page 132 of the Appendix. This form 
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required an authorization number, the date, the amount to be 

authorized in payment of some organization expense, tc whom it 

was to be paid, and from whose account. This authorization then 

required the signature of the student-treasurer and the organi- 

zation sponsor. The completed authorizatioa form was then kept 

in the files of the commerce teacher, as evidence that such 

authorization had been made, together with information as to the 

check number written to pay the expense. The student-treasurer 

retained the stub in the permanent organization book, which 

acted as a record of the transactions; and the authorisation 

number was placed in its -poer liace in the organization, ledger 

!ghowL:v; withdrawals. 

To ass st student-treasurers in their functions, a supply 

of all receipt booklets was obtained for distribution to these 

offlcers. When Indivi2ual contributions or dues were paid to 

the stuclont-treasurers, a regular receipt was issued to the 

payee; and a notation mad on the stub for each receipt. 

This system thus gave a series of safeguards from the mom- 

ent the money become "publio." As each individual in the chain 

ave up possession of the funds, a receipt was ranted tin; and 

no money was disbursed without a record of the transaction being 

in the hands of both parties conoerned. The sponsor knew the 

status of the club at any moment and could check on disburse- 

ments as made, since the sponsor's signature wan required for 

each. Monthly auditing of student-treasurer books cleared up 

discrepancies before they could become cumulative; and this of 
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r1eco1s1ty required that the master ledger be browiht up to date 

at least each month, though it sar usually done on a weekly 

basis since o oe. 'eednesday activity period was given the =a 

merce teacher for this purpose. It was a simple matter for the 

administrator to Check the status of the r ster ledzer since 

the cancelled checks wore delivered at the end of each month, 

together with a bank statement; and once adjustment was made for 

outstanding checks, the figures last appearing in the master 

column were to agree with the bank's balance. Then, with little 

additicnal effort, organization books could, likewise be checked 

with the figures last &wearing in the appropriate column of 

the master ledger. 

In only one phase ci depositing and withdrawals vas there 

any variance from the system just outlined. This was in regard 

to athletic events. The coach was made responeible for picking 

up 7uarantee checks at host schools and depositing these with 

the teacher treasurer the following day of school . The coach 

was isiven one author ation book for purposes of requesting 

guarantee checks and checks for suyin officials who worked the 

games. This arrangement was really the most efficient, since the 

coach was in contact with the officials who worked the games and 

with the officials of host and visiting echools. No expense 

money was over drawn in advance of a trip, since the coath would 

pay the 7ills, recoive a receipt, and submit an itemized account 

of this through the principal's office for payment. These item- 

ized accounts of expenses, plus receipts, werc then submitted to 
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the teacher-treasurer with an authorization from the principal, 

and the teacher-treasurer would give the final check to the 

coach. 

When any class or club wished to order material for organ 

zational use, a requisition for such material was submitted to 

the principal. This requisition contained the full particulars 

of the items desired, together with an estimate of the cost, 

and carried the signatures of the secretary and the sponsor. 

All orders thus went through the principal's office, and the 

items ordered by one person. This minimized the chances for 

duplication of material and effort. All orders were received 

through the principal's office, and the items checked in the 

presence of the club or class sponsor. Tle, statements for such 

materials were given to the sponsors for distribution. to the 

proeer student efficers. These statements were then forwarded 

with the authorization for payment and were kept in the authori- 

zation file with the authorizations attached. 

In the matter of admissions to athletic and other events, 

there was again a necessity for complete organization. Past 

methods were apparently dependent on who:me= took charge of the 

admission desk. Records of sales varied. from scraps of envel- 

ope*, with tallies of the number of admissions collected, to no 

records at all. Since these admissions often totaled over one 

hundred dollars, such a haphazard method of recording seemed 

very dangerous and certainly very much of a temptation to the 

one handling the admissions. To avoid this danger and to make 
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It posaible for one of the students to take over the admission 

table withent temptations it was decided that tickets should be 

obtained in each of the various common denomination prices. 

This was done through the School Specialty Supply, Salina, Kan - 

sac, at a cost of i5.00 per two thousand tickets for the first 

roll, and 'i;q5.50 for each succeeding roll. The school purchased 

three rolls in $0.50, t0.35, and 0.25 denominations. These 

tickets were perforated and numbered at both emir so that each 

individual could retain one-half of the ticket for readmission 

during intermissions; and the school retained one-half of each 

ticket as required by Federal law. A book of forms was obtained 

from School Specialty Supply which had spaces for the breakdown 

of admissions, ticket numbers on the ends of the rolls when the 

student was issued the rolls before the event, and a space for 

the ticket numbers on the ends of the rolls when the student 

returned the rolls after the event. Simple subtraction then 

gave the number of each price solz1, and this number was put 

into still another column. The total sales could then be ob- 

tained in a few moments and checked against the money turned in 

by the student. The method left little opportunity for theft, 

unless the student were adept at short-changing, and this was 

net felt to be a major menace. A sample of this form is on page 

133 of the Appendix. The forms were in duplicate and had spaces 

for entry of amount of Federal and State tax to be paid for each 

event. The original copies were detached each month and remitted 

with an activity check to the Collector of Internal Revenue. The 
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State tax was paid. quarterly, and it was then an easy matter to 

total the amount entered on each duplicate page and remit this 

amount by activity check. Since the form had a space for the 

name of the fund. to be credited with the sales, it was a simple 

matter to make the tax deduction from the ccrrert organization. 

Thus the complete record of admissions, the date and amount of 

tax to be paid, the organization paying the tax, and the date of 

remittance of such taxes was available for inspection in one 

book. This was found to be most efficient and conserved much 

time in the entire procedure. 

In regard to the forms used, it is true that more attrac- 

tive forms, with much of the information already printed on 

them, could have been obtained for some phases. For example, 

a special form for transfer of funds from one account to another 

could have been obtained or printed. This was thought unneces- 

sary since the regular authorization form could be used as 

easily and effectively. The initial consideration was to set 

up a fool-proof systam as quickly as possible and with a minimum 

of expense. The school board was willing to accept this expense 

as small cost in comparison to the advantages of the system, 

both in pupil education and in efficiency. Most of the forms 

wore obtained throw;h the School Specialty Supply, Salina, Kan- 

sas, which has a large variety of such forms. The deposit 

slips to be used by the commerce teacher were obtained. free 

from the local bank, as was the check book containing three 

hundred chocks with stubs. The only other expense was '131..50 for 
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the purchase of a stamp and pad for stamping each check on the 

signature line. This stamp bore the words, "Raymond High School 

Activity Fund;" and the teacher-treasurer had to stamp each 

check with this, and then sign below it, before the check would 

be honored by prior agreement with the local bank. The use of 

this stamp avoided the possibility of funds being withdrawn by 

error from the teaohor-tr'easurer's private account, since the 

stamp was used with bright red ink, and would be difficult to 

mistake for a private check. 

The use of the program seemed to accomplish what had been 

desired; in that there has not boon one occasion of missing 

funds or of bills paid without receipt of merchandise. In re- 

gard to pupil education, the staff felt doubly fortunate when 

it was found that class and club treasurers did not include a 

single person enrolled in the commercial courses; and the pro- 

gram was thus broadening the school offerings by Leiving students 

training when they could not or would not enroll in the commerce 

courses. Th.; last was of course, an advantage to the pupils 

concerned. 

F..upervision, Faculty Participation, and School Credit 

No phase of the organized activity program was left without 

teacher supervision at all tines. General supervision of the 

entire program was the responsibility of the principal, and in 

line with this, the principal net with individual sponsors at 

separate tines to discuss activity problems and to make eugges- 
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tions. This supervision was also apparent in faculty meetings; 

in that faculty discussion was guided to constructive sugges- 

tions and criticisms. 

General supervision by the principal was accomplished in 

yet another phase; in that the activities of classes and clubs 

which used time outside of the activity period had to be cleared 

through the central office. This avoided much conflict and con- 

fusion and resulted in efficient planning of class and club pro- 

grams and activities. 

The faculty did a marvelous piece of work in sponsoring 

these activities; in that they remainsd in the background when- 

ever possible and let the activities truly be student-sponsored. 

The presence of a faculty member was usually sufficient to in, 

sure proper behavior; and once the students understood that they 

had responsibilities, as well as rights, the meetings and activi- 

ties were conducted with a minimum of waste tisie and horseplay. 

The athletic and music programs gave partial credit toward 

graduation, but this was not true of the clubs for5aeJ. The staff 

did not wish to give any implication that a student would be 

under compulsion to belong to any activity; and likewise it did 

fear that if some credit were given, some students would join 

the club limit out el a desire for credit rather than from an 

active interest in the club activity. This attitude would then 

in turn pull down club interest and activity in general. 
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Encouraging and Limiting Participation 

Encouraging participation in the activity program proved 

to be a minor matter, since every student in the school except 

one joined at least one club. This one student was a boy in 

the senior class who just could not be reached by any of the 

activities that were started as clubs. Since he showed no in- 

terest in the club activity, the staff discussed the possibili- 

ties of encouraging participation in some phase of school life 

which would be outside the formal class and which he would take 

an interest in. The only thing that could be found to interest 

him at first was that of being the student projectionist for a 

majority of the films shown. It was found that he took excel- 

lent care of the machine and VIms; and he was then put in 

charge of a all group of student, to train them to become stu- 

dent projectionists for the following school year. He did this 

job so well that two of the grade school students were able to 

take over the grade school films by the later Dart of the first 

semester. To further interest the boy in school aetiwities he 

was put in charge of the office during the activity hour, to 

answer the phone, meet visitors and direct them to the principal 

or whomever they wished to see, and in general be in charge when 

the principal was engaged in club work. This worked out very 

well; and it was seen that the boy gained poise and a sense of 

responsibility from this phase of activity, even thoueh he still 

would show no inclination to have anything to do with the club 
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program itself. However, the staff felt that club activity was 

not the only type of activity endeavor and that this student had 

gained considerable benefit from his type of activity. 

Though there was no difficulty in encouraging a macrity 
of the students to engage in club activity this past year, there 

is the possibility that such will be the case in some future 

time. To assist students and to encourage them in club activity 

with an eye toward this future possibility, the staff decided 

that membership insignia of some sort should be selected by the 

members of the various clubs so that they would have something to 

designate such membership; and by a small attachment show that 

they were officers of the clubs during some particular year. 

Since this was not given consideration until late in the year, 

too much time was consumed in obtaining catalogs of the various 

mblem styles; and this matter will await action in the fall. 

There are other methods of encouraging student participation* 

many of which were given consideration as they were mentioned 

in the source book by Dr. McKown (2, p. 577-583). 

¶'be natter of limitins participation was samethine else. 

Pince only three days were given to club activity, no one stu- 

dent could join more than three clubs because of the time limit. 

However, the staff set a tentative limit of memberahi) in two 

clubs until some elan was worked out and presented to the entire 

student body In regaral to a point system. Since a elan of limi- 

tation would. have to be fair and be suitable to the local situ- 

ation, a great deal of time was siven to its consideration. 
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The plan finally set up could not be put into operation because 

it was too late in the year; but it will be presented to the 

students in the fall prior to club elections. 

Before setting up the limitation plan, the staff discussed 

various important principles which should be considered in es- 

tablishing the system. It was first decided that the most work- 

able plan would hinge upon the awarding of points for various 

types of activity. This "point system " would have to be impar- 

tial, as much as possible, ivin recognition to all types of 

service. It was decided that the athletic award system would be 

excluded, as would the scholarship awards. Finally, the points 

would have to allow flexibility for future chane7es and also for 

the cases with a minimum performance of service. Again the 

staff obtained much valuable information from references regarding 

the purposes of point systems, as covered by Dr. McKown (2, p. 

570-577). 

The plan was outlined Co r presentation as follows: All 

students would fall into one or more "groups", depending, on the 

type of activity they were in, whether they held office or not, 

etc. There were four groups of activity: Group I to include 

class and club presidents, the editor of the senior annual, and 

was to give a maximum of twenty points; Group II was to include 

the vice presidents of classes and clubs, the treasurers and 

secretaries, and team captains, and was to live a maximum of 

fifteen points; Group III was to include staff members of the 

annual members of choral groups and the orchestra, and individ- 
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uals playing major parts in plays, and was to give a maximum Of 

ten points; Group IV was tc include club members, individuals 

having minor parts in p1ey, assembly program participants, and 

others who gave some form of snrvlce during the school year. 

New activities not considered in the outline would be worked 

into the group most appropriate at the ttee of activation. The 

maximum number of points allowed was 25 per year. The points 

were set up as a maxirm to he earned; and the students will be 

told that they will not necessarily gain that number of points 

from election to offices, etc. However, the limitation. comes in 

by givin each person five points lose than their naximum when 

they are elected or appointed to vone office, or join in some 

aetivity, For example, if s. student is elected preeident of a 

club, he will automatically get fifteen points toward the limita- 

tion of twenty-five points. By this manner of linitation, no one 

student can be the president of more than one organization, 

though he could be president of ene club or class and a minor 

officer in another; or he could be president of one organization 

and still be a member of two other groups with ten point maxi- 

mum ,n, 

At the end of each semester the students will be evaluated 

by each. sponsor and given points by retina: as to amount of ser- 

vice given. Thus each point group has a limit but does not 

automatically mean that the student will have earned that many 

points. A class or club president could be given only five 

points, if he had failed to do an effective job of it, in the 
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opinion of the sponsor. A permanent record of this point system 

in rerd to each student will be kept in the permanent guidance 

folder for each student. These facts should assist in guidance 

in the future and also be important When students wish to enter 

college or in such cases where prospective employers wish Infor- 

mation on this phase of the student's life. 

These points will serve a dual purpose in that they will 

keep same students from overloading themselves with class and 

c17 duties; and thus at the same ti-e, it will encourage others 

to "ecome student leaders. This last point is a prime objective 

of the system. 

It will be noted that this point system allows students to 

belong to three clubs without question, which is more than they 

were allowed to join under the tentative limit set early in the 

year. This reversal of the decision was brought about by the 

facultyls discovery that many of the poor students gained much 

through. membership participation, and consequently, the staff 

did not want to curtail thee e students uniesrl it was seen that 

they were hampering their chances of scholastic achievement 

seriously. The major reasons for the point system were to limit 

students so that they would not injure their health with too 

heavy a club load, would not monopolize club offices, and would 

not inhibit potential leaders from gaining the experience neces- 

sary in order to develop into active leaders. 

Though the plan was developed too late to be put into use, 

the staff dld decide that it would be a matter of faevAt7 cLIscus- 
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sion on each case of limitation. It was possible to decide thus 

because of the small number of students enrollel.. Cert inly no 

large school could consider each individual case in faculty 

meetins;. Final decision on such limitation was to rest with the 

sponsor, the home room teacher, and the administrator. 

While any other points regardin limitation and encourage- 

merit of participation were considered at one time or another in 

individual and group meetings, no action was taken to incorporate 

these points into a unified plan; and for that reason they ere 

not included in this presentation. 

GERM PROELEM SOLUTIONS 

Many of the incidental problems and their solutions, as 

they applied to some particular phase of activity, have been 

discussed in preceding sections. It will be the purpose of this 

section to present those problems and solutions which were gen- 

eral to the entire situation. 

The first general problem was that of public criticism di- 

rected toward inauguration of the activity program. Only two 

members of the community were outspoken in their criticism. 

Both based their objections on the same point; i.e., that time 

would be taken from practical, required subjects and devoted to 

isTractieal, non-required "play" activity. It was felt that this 

was a problem for solution via public relations; and in conse- 

quence these two individuals were naught out for conversations. 

Since neither was subtle in their criticisms, it was certain 



that they would bring the proposal into the conversation. This 

was done as expected and allowed opportunity for a. tactful ex- 

planation of what the objectives of the nroposal really were. 

since the students had by that time nade their selection of 

clubs, such explanation could be made very concrete. 

It was first s essed that, outside of the clubs, little 

would be done that was so original to the local situation. 7,uch 

differences as did exist then would be a result of the fact that 

the program would be organised for the realization. of definite 

objectives rather than being allowed to continue in a haphazard 

manner. These gentlemen then had no quarrel with that part of 

the program, their main arguments centerinj., on the clubs as the 

wasteful" innovation. 

After the point had been made that all state requirements 

were being met by the curriculum offered at the high sche-1, 

each club was taken into the conversation; and the potential ad- 

vantages of each were brouht to the attention of the critics. 

For example, the possibility of learning a vocation through the 

Camera Club or the Radio Club was brought to their attention. 

Dlscussion brought out the point that each student needs to have 

poise and training In public speaking. When these gentlemen 

agreed with this point, the advantages which the Dramatic Club 

in particular, and all other clubs in general, had to offer in 

this line were mentioned. The Rifle Club was discussed in re- 

gard to the need for knowledae ef safety and first aid proced- 

ures and how the club was a medium by which these things could 
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be efficiently taw7ht. Though both of these gentlemen were used 

to a life of continuous hard work, without any leisure activi- 

ties, they could see the values which the Hobby Club had to offer 

by replacing idle time usually spent in the local pool hall with 

a hobby which could have profitable results, in addition to 

trainIne in the use of leisure time. 

1.11 in all, when these points had been discussed, it was 

te administrator's opinion that these explanations had resulted 

in a much more lenient and understanding attitude in the 3e 

gentlemen. Such - the case apparently, since neither of these 

individuals protested again, at least publicly. 

This same procedure has been used throughout the school 

year. Whenever someone had misunderstood the reasons behind 

various club activity, they ?:eve been sought out, and the situ- 

ation discussed. Without exception, so far, these discussions 

have brought about better public relations and understanding of 

the objectives of the extra-class activity program. It would 

seem from this that the program justifies itself, if these re- 

sponsibie will only take the time to explain the program when 

misunderstandings came about. 

The second general problem had to do with the staff it- 

self. It is the writer's opinion that much more could have been 

accomplished during this one year if the staff had had previous 

training in the fundamentals of the extra- class activity pro- 

gram. Fach member of the staff was interested in the possibili- 

ties and was willing to work to bring about a comprehensive 
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program; but so very much time had to be given to prescribed 

reading prior to discussions, leading discussions to consider 

salient points, and supervision of activity because of the lack 

of formal training in this phase of education. The staff had 

some knowledge of the fundamentals and objectives; but it was so 

incomplete and scattered that the entire concept had to be 

treated as a new thing. The administrator was the only member 

of the staff to have had formal training in extra-class activi- 

ties, and it required considerable self-discipline to keep from 

pushing the staff too fast or expecting too much. Much of this 

could have been avoided if the staff had had previous formal 

trainIna:. However, by the use of notes, prescribed reading, 

and meetings with individuals, this handicap was gradually over- 

come. Many incidental nroblems came up and required additional 

time in the meantime which would have been avoided or minimized 

if the training had been completed before the inauguration of 

the program. For example, the music teacher would have hesi- 

tated to maintain that only the "best" music would be used in 

the Listener's Club at the beginning; and this club would not 

have been so completely rejected by the students. As a result 

of this rejection it will be some time before student suspicion 

becomes minor enough so that the club may again be stimulated. 

In like manner, the sponsor of the Dramatics Club failed to re- 

alize that all members should be stimulated to some degree of 

success through club activity. Instead of thiri, production 

standards were sot too high, and only the 881e group of individ- 
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uals were used in the first two productions. This sponsor had 

not seen that her standing in the community as a dramatics coach 

was a minor consideration; and though the audience realized the 

productions were above averase, there was a great deal of criti- 

cism by the parents of participants. These parents complained, 

and rightly so, that too much time was being taken by their 

children's participation in these productions. Other parents 

felt slighted because their children were not being given a 

chance. This could have been the cause of serious difficulty 

and endangered the entire program. It was necessary to spend a 

good deal of time considering the true values of a dramatics 

production and club with the sponsor, before standards were made 

less exacting and opportunity given to all of the children inter- 

ested. 

A third general problem was expected to come up at the time 

the program was started. This was the problem of sponsor choice, 

due to limitations of faculty number because of the small size 

of the school. Happily this did not materialize, but it was all 

a natter of chance that it did not do so. To guard against the 

possibility of having a club proposed in the future and being 

unable to supply a sponsor with the necessary training, a list 

of all clubs since proposed is being kept on file. Teacher in- 

terest in these clubs has been determined with regard to these 

clubs and also kept on file. Thus when a club outlives its 

usefulness, it will be abandoned; and one of the clubs substi- 

tuted teat already has a sponsor interested in such activity. 

There are clubs on the list which require special training, but 
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a majority do not; and it is these which are being considered 

and planned for as insurance a3einst future substitutions. Like- 

wise this list is kept in mind when applicants for vacancies are 

interviewed; so that choice will take into consideration the 

types of clubs eventually planned for; and the new member of the 

staff will be prepared for such sponsorship. For example, dur- 

ing the past year several students indicated a need for sores 

variety of musical experience not connected with the present 

music department. When applicants were considered, this fact 

was kept in mind; and a replacement obtained who had had training 

in choral work and was willing to assume sponsorship duties in 

that activity. This lack of a fairly large group of potential 

sponsors will he a future problem of organization; hut if the 

present plan works, it will be resolved. 

The finel general problem was one which kept comie up all 

durin the school year. It was the general tendency in staff 

and students alike to want more haste in progress. Once the 

staff members understood what could be accomplished through a 

particular club of which they were sponsor, they were rather 

impatient to see such results. This often led. them to susg;est 

undertakings which the students were not yet ready for; and 

activity progress suffered in consequence. Likewise the students 

wanted to jump ahead to some particular phase of activity with- 

out consideration of the fundamentals, which they had not yet 

obtained. This was -especially true in the Radio and Camera 

Clubs. Members of the Radio Club wanted to start construction 
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of five and six tube superheterodyne sets, before 'Loy were 

really able to do a good job of soldering two wires together. 

Forbers of the Camera Club wanted to start experimenting with 

portrait work and color deyeloeing, before they had even learned 

to focus the enlar,3er for good black-and-white work. The ad- 

ministrator himself, knowing the dangers of too much haste, 

often found himself wanting to do too much too fast. A key to 

lock the door against this constant problem was riven the ad- 

ministrator when one of the staff merebers at Kansas iitate Col- 

lege, Manhattan, suggested that "Tile historical Perspective" be 

used as a brake on staff and students alike. This 'Historical 

Perspective' consisted of one question, "there aere you (or the 

club) a:7_ months fl.c.,?" This usually gave rise to reflective 

thinking on the part of the person to whom the question was 

placed, with the result that quite often the individual dis- 

covered that considerable eronress had been made in the length 

of tire mentioned, even at the supposedly slow pace bein com- 

nlained about. This same question will do wonders for a teacher 

who is disappointed about nrorress in extra-class activity or 

formal curriculum wer': ed state to feel that things are going 

too slowly, 

INc staff is of the opinion that while this "Historical 

Perspective" will not keen the problem out of the picture en- 

tirolv, it will do much to minimize the dangers of too much 

haste. 
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FUTURE PLANS 

Many of the future plans have already been mentione,I in 

their appropriate sections; but there are some of the plans 

which are general to the entire program or are without precedent. 

It will be the purpose of this section to present these general 

future plans. 

The first future plan which made itself obvious to the 

staff was that the activity program should be continued. Not 

only had the program resulted in remedial treatment to increase 

student Interest and build school spirit, but it had provided 

much toward correction of the general discipline and behavior 

problems. This was made extremely obvious to the administrator 

who had to deal with the serious discipline problems. Whereas 

the previons spring had seen as many as eight discipline cases 

in the office in a single day, the records for this past year 

show that only eight discipline problems were in the office 

during the entire year. An additional indication of the change 

in student behavior is found in a comparison between the at- 

tendance records for this year and the year previous. As was 

mentioned earlier in this report, last year there had been an 

average absence of 9.7 days per pupil, not counting those who 

dropped or transferred. The records for this year show an av- 

erage absence of 3.9 days per pupil, or a drop of 60 percent 

in the absenteeism record. 

It is not scant to be implied that the activity program 
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Should have full credit for this amazirt change. A part of the 

credit belongs to the general attitude of the staff members; 

their encouragement of discussion and individual activity, their 

friendly interest in student problems, and their ability to 

handle situations in the classroom before such situation re- 

quired disciplinary action in the principal's office. Also, a 

part of the credit should be given the guidance program, which 

assisted the staff in noticing and dealing with situations before 

they became serious. However, after observing student interest 

in the club activities especially during the year, it is obvious 

that the activity program must be giien same share of the credit 

for the tremendous change in this phase of student attitude. 

The activity program must also share cone of the credit for 

the change in the holding power of the Raymond Rural Pith School. 

Records reveal that as many as fourteen students bad dropped out 

of school or transferred to another school by their own Choice 

in a single year. Eight students had dropped during the year 

previous to the inauguration of the activity program. During 

the year that the activity brogram has been in force, only one 

student has transferred to-another school by choice; and he now 

has indicated. a desire to return this coming school year. It 

has been such factual indications of changes in student attitude 

that have justified inauguration of the program and made its 

continuation a part of the future plans. 

Since the tire alloted the program on the schedule seems 

adequate and teacher and student interest indicate that the pro- 
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gram has possibilities of becoming a permanent part of the school 

life, future plans include improvement of facilities and equip- 

ment. A major portion of the proposed repair work would have 

been necessary because of plant deterioration. Because of this, 

it was easier to incorporate certain featuree in the repair work 

which would be for use In the activity proeram. The primary 

feature of repair is the re-wiring of the entire school plant. 

The number of lighting fixtures is being, doubled, and numerous 

wall outlets are being Installed. The plan calls for at leant 

one wall outlet in each room, with the science room to have four 

double outlets installed for use in the radio work. The dark . 

room is to have two double outlets for use with darkroom equip- 

ment, and a secondary switch is to be installed for control of 

ceiling liehts. The installation of an outlet in each room will 

allow use of the tape recordev, film strip projector, and movie 

projector in each room. This will be an advantage to the club 

program, since the recorder can be in use at one clubroom while 

the projectors are in use in others, etc. Previously, only one 

upstairs room lent itself to the use of these pieces of equip- 

ment which meant that only one club could use any of the equip- 

ment on any one day. Better work and drawer space is being 

provided for the Hobby and Radio Clubs. 

Plans have been drawn up for partitioning the elein office 

into two separate rooms. The inner office will remain for the 

principal's use, and the outer room will be turned over to the 

students for use as the activity program headquarters and office. 
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A plan is being pushed in the community which will call for 

the construction of a new auditorium and gymaasium. This build- 

ing will be entirely separate fram.the high school builline, and 

will provide facilities for the athletic, music, and dramatics 

departments. This alan hae not been promoted by the staff, 

since it Is s. civic project; but it shows a vary good chance of 

going through, since 70 percent of the voters have signed a 

petition calling, for the special election to vote adequate funds. 

If the plan goes through, there are many possibilities for im- 

proving the program generelly, and the music and dramatics ee- 

pecially. The athletic department certainly will not be hampered 

by a new building with up-to-date facilities. 

The music room is now being soundproofed, and various 

cabinets and cupboards for storage are being lastalled. This 

will not only improve the facilities for orchestra practice but 

will give the "Orchestra Booster's Club" an excellent place to 

meet and have their programs. 

As was mentioned in a previous portion of this paper, a lo- 

cal chapter ef the National Honor Society had been active at one 

time in the past. It is a part of the future plan to reactivate 

this chapter. All of the groundwork necessary for reactivation 

has been laid by contacting the National Honor Society through 

their office at the National Association of Secondary-School 

Principals, 1201 16th Street, V.W., Washington 6, D.C. This 

reactivation was not accomplished this past year because academic 

standards were too low and selection of candidates would have 
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been a farce which would have destroyed the true value of the 

society in the future life of the school. 

Finally, future plans include watchin the pror7am to guard 

against any tendency to overemphasize the extra-class activity 

program and to guard against injury to the program by formaliza- 

tion. It would. not be advantageous for the program to get out 

of hand and have the formal curriculum assume minor importance. 

Neither would it be advantageous to have the program destroyed 

from the inside 137 robbing, the activities of their self-directed 

student interest and attractiveness by formalizing these activi- 

ties. It is further planned to continue the program of public 

relations already in effect; so that the community will be edu- 

cated to promote the program and assist the students in realiz- 

ing the advantages of a comprehensive activity program. 

CONCLUSIONS 

1. An activity program has many potential advantages for 

the students, school, and community, when it is developed to fit 

the particular situation in which it will be used. 

2. The administrator must be trained and interested in as- 

suming the initiative for the development and continuation of an 

extra-class activity program. 

3. There is a need for formal training of prospective 

teachers in the concepts and methods of extra-class activity by 

the teacher-training institutions. Faculty discussion groups 

over a long period of time are needed to overcono the lack of 
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such training.. 

4. The staff must have a unified concept of extra-class 

activity fundamentals to give continuity to the program and to 

obtain the best results from the program. Faculty discussion 

is an excellent nethod to establish and maintain this concept. 

5. Selection of new teachers should take Into c a idera. 

tion their trainina and interest in the activity program and the 

future needs of the activity program. 

6. Proner distribution of sponsership duties increases the 

possibility of achieving benefits from the program. 

7. It is a decided advantage for the rural high school to 

have a. regular place in the daily schedule for extra-class activ. 

8. The club phase of the activity program seems to offer 

the greatest possible chance for realization of a majority of 

the general advantages to be gained through. the activity program. 

9. The results obtained from club activities justifies 

their inauguration. many opportunities for vocational guidance 

are offered through the club program. 

10. A. point system to distribute burdens and opportunities 

among the students must fit the situation. The effort required 

for its formation is compensated by the values for the activity' 

program and for guidance purposes. 

11. An activity program, can be organized with a relatively 

small outlay of money, but, even so, requires the school board's 

cooperation. 
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12. A centralized plan of financial administration of 

activity funds facilitates handline of the funds, provides an 

effective cheek on the use and source of the funds, and creates 

confidence on the part of students and the community. 

1 Extra-class activities seem to increase the holding 

power of the school, stieulate student interest in the school, 

and develop understanding of the necessity for the few rules of 

behavior. 

14. Scholarship, poise, and formal class -earticipation 

seem to be encouraged by participation in the extra-class activi- 

ty program. 

15. A constant effort must be made to maintain good pub- 

lic relations and to bring about public understanding of the 

objectives of the activity program. 

16. Active indications of the bettering of student be- 

havior through the activity program are positive factors in 

building good public relations. Communit:r approval was very ap- 

parent when club activity did away with malicious breakage and 

minimized, student carelessness. 

17. The activity pro-ram assists in bettering the dis- 

cipline situation. Though it must share credit with the staff's 

attitude and the guidance program, it must be given some portion 

of the credit when the general discipline situation changes from 

as many as eight cases per day during 1948-1949 to a total of 

only eight cases during the entire year 1949-1950, when the ac- 

tivity program was inaugurated. 
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18. Inauguration of an activity program assists in better- 

ing the attendance record. It must be given some share of the 

credit when absenteeism dropped from an average of 9.7 days per 

pupil during 1045-1949 to an average of 3.9 days per pupil dur- 

Iry the year 1949-1050. 
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Class 
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Class 
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